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A COMING

ISSUE IN

MAINE

Lewiston Journal Editor Tells Why He Is For Ken
ule Adopted By Senate—
nebec Bridge—It’s An Investment.

Compromise Possible.

NEW KING KLEAGLE

SCANNING THE SEAS

Indiana Man Succeeds F. Whitehead Coast Guardsmen
Eugene Farnsworth At
Watching For Rum Run
Head of Kian.
ners — To Have Speed
Boats.
F. Eugene Farnsworth, who has

The much discussed Mellon 'tax
Within a section of Maine which includes at least 300,000 people, been King Kliagle of the Ku Klux
plan was laid to rest Monday with
Jn common with other Coast Guard
.lie
issue of the next few years will be the construction of public high Kian of the Domain of Maine 1s suc
65 Park Street, * - Rockland
the adoption by the Senate of the en
stations along the Atlantic Seaboard,
ceeded
by
E.
L.
Gayer
of
Indiana.
way
over
the
Kennebec
River
at
Bath.
In
spite
of
all
effort
to
mini

tire Democratic income tax substi
Whitehead now has added duties.
HOURS—6:00 A. M. TO S:00 P. M.—SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
The new King Klcagle arrived in
mize or distract attention from this subject, it will not be set aside or
tute.
The man in the conning tower must
Portland
Wednesday,
and
has
already
The minority’s schedule of surtax neglected. It is bound to be a potent influence on elections and in all
assumed the duties of his office, ac not only keep an eye open for ves
43 to 40, while
••• ••• ••• ••• ••• *•« ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• Sr ' rates was approved.
11
cording to information received from sels in distress, but must keep a
FREE AIR,
FREE WATER
its revision of normal rates was public relations will have its place.
a reliable source. Mr. Guyer will es sharp lookout for suspicious craft
•—
1 care not so much what I am in ••• adopted. 44 to 37. The Republican
Because it is an intimate, easily understood and purely material tablish his headquarters in Rochester, which have cargoes guaranteed to re
••• the opinion of others, as what I am ••• insurgents joined with the Demo
FREE CRANK CASE SERVICE
In
••• in my own.—Montaigne.
crats in supporting the entire pro- issue in every respect, it is one that will have ardent champions and N. H., it is stated, and from there lieve a certain kind of distress.
>•«
*
•••
will supervise the activities of the other words they must he on the
■». ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
••• ••• •••
M gram.
Ladies’ and Gentlemen’s Wash Room
firm friends. It involves no questions but practical ones. We want Invisible Empire of Maine and New watch for rum runners.
Chairman Smoot of the finance
This will he new work for the
committee, said that when the bill at this time to make plain the attitude of the Lewiston Journal on this Hampshire.
Toilet Convenience Free
It is rumored that he anil Mr. Coast Guardsmen hut as it is to be
came up on final passage he would subject.
Farnsworth were in conference in come just as much a part of their
propose a compromise, as was done
Our Motto is: Service and Courtesy
We sec no reason why Maine may not build the Bath-Kennebec Washington last Thursday, and that duties as anything else they will
in the House after the Democratic
botli are on friendly terms and an soon accustom themselves to it.
Jeff Devis On Ragged Mountain
Before buying TIRES get our price on the famous
program first had been approved Bridge as well as it can continue to build other roads in Maine.
amicable surrender of the reins of Conferences between all units of the
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
there. He is hopiful that the Senate
Treasury engaged in prohibition enHere is a section of Maine highway. It is nothing more or less office was effected.
I have- been much Interested in will accept the compromise as the
YALE CORD and see a REAL special
Plans of King Kleogle Gayer for forcetpent brought about a closer co
your Wanterknow Column.
As I House did.
than a State Road.
his administration is unknown to the operation between the prohibition
spent the first 22 years of my life
30x3/2 Niagara Tire, weight 15 lbs.
The surtax rates written into the
We spent millions in 1923 for State roads. We have what we large body of Klanssnen, and few forces under Commissioner Haynes,
in West Rockport, at the foot of bill Monday provided for a reduction
Ragged Mountain, I have been ac of the present maximum of 50 per call a “nrillion-dollar road" between Lewiston and Portland although have met him. It is thought, how the Coast Guard nnd the Customs
ever, that he will he introduced to service and provide for a central
quainted all my life with Mr. Howard cent to a maximum of 40 per cent
the Portland Klavern tonight.
control of Coast Guard work in its
the Danville end looks more like 29 cents.
whose
letter
appeared
in
this
column,
and
for
eorresjxMuling
revisions
all
I
Mr. Farnsworth, who organized the efforts to stop the landing of con
so I send a reply to his question re along the line. They are almost simi
Nobody
says
a
word
against
road-building.
We
accept
gaily
The Eest Tire Buy in Rockland
Kian in this State, and who aggres traband on American soil.
At the
garding Jefferson Davis being on that lar to those adopted by the House.
mountain.
The normal rates accejrted were 2 year by year the millions laid out in good roads. Rut we speak in sively waged its campaign for m m- present time Capt. Dunn will use the
We make Free Delivery on LUSTERLITE KERO
My father, the late Harrison Hem- per cent on the first $4000 of income: hated breath of a proposition that entails a cost of $3,000,000 which beiship, announced April 24 that he regular boats now engaged in the oid
had resigned for reasons of 111 health, line work of his ilepa*-inent but la’e.enway, nnd I have stood'together on 4 per cent on the second $4000 and
SENE, anywhere in the city—SO CENTS PER 5and because he felt that a younger in the season it is expected he will
top of the mountain, on the spot 6 per cent on' all above $8000. This immediately begins to pay a fair dividend on investment.
man should he at the head of such an have at least one and ;>o.esibly two
GALLON CAN. Call 455-M—we’ll do the rest.
which, my father told me ‘‘Jeff Davis compares with the present rates of
We get no cash returns from $3,000,000 of State highway else
order during the strenuous political speed boats to counter with the rum
had his tent pitched all one summer 4 per cent on the first $4000 and 8
where ; but immediately we finish this bridge at Bath, we cut out the campaign to he waged in Maine this trade.
(I am not sure about the year) while per cent above that amount.
Commander Harry G. Hamlet, a
Davis and several other men sur
In adopting the Democratic sub cost of running ferries; we receive an income of $100,000 a year for X^nnounceff then that his resig
The Home of That
longtime coast guard officer, was se
veyed this sea coast." My father said stitute, which was offereel by Sena
that Mr. Davis told him that “Ragged tor Simmons of North Carolina, the the railroad traffic ever the bridge: we relitve the public of the ex nation had been accepted by Imperial lected to maintain the general head
Good
Gulf
Gasoline
Mountain is the highest land on this Senate moved with startling rapidity. orbitant cost of ferriage, which is as cheap as it can be done; but Wizard Evans, and that his suc quarters of the Coast Guard’s dry
cessor would ,be appointed shortly.
navy anil is In Philadelphia to take
coast."
"AT THE SIGN OF THE ORANGE CANOPY"
The first vote came within a little
charge of the reconditioning of the
My father told me that my mother more than an hour after considera which is an excessive burden on traffic none the less; we cut out de
and his aunt. Mrs. Edmond Wilson tion of the* tax hill had been resumed. lays of traffic; we immediately increase taxable property beyond the TWELVE FROM KNOX seven destroy ers turned over by the
Navy department.
He will direct
(mother of J. II. Wilson of Holmes The others followed in rapid succesKennebec along a wonderful coast, rich in manufacturing opportuni
the operation of the entire dry forces
street, .Rockland,) were invited to sion.
Citizens Military Training In thwarting the rum-runners along
be dinner gucst,s of Mr. Davis and his
Discussion of this, the heart of the ties; harbors; sea-coast resorts and wonderland of summer.
the Atlantic seaboard.
staff in Mr. Davis’ tent on the moun bill, proceeded in only desultory
Camp At Devens Will Simultaneously, the three arms of
It seems to us extremely short-sighted to oppose this bridge and
tain, one day that summer, the only fashion for about an hour when
persons I ever heard of so honored. |Senator Jones. Democrat. New Mexi- stand out for other road construction. This is a highway, 'fhe river
Draw That Number of Our the enforcement services have
reached an agreement on Jurisdic
My mother died in 1883—I was too Ico, demanded a vote. There were
tion under which the Coast Guard
Boys.
I young to remember her—but I well I less than a score of Senators present cuts fairly in two the great State of Maine. There is not a bridge
hereafter will seek to protect all
remember this, my father’s oft-told 1 and leaders on i>oth sides held hurried anywhere on the Kennebec until one reaches Gardiner.
story, regarding the man who a few | conferences.
Over 1600 young men of New Eng coast lines on deep water and the
Announcement
then
If the State issued bonds for this bridge at 4 per cent and the
years later became so famous as lead was made that both sides were ready
land have applied for the 1924 Citi prohibition and customs agents will
bridge cost $3,000,000 the assured income from the Maine Central, zens’ Military training Camp which be responsible for smuggling through
er of the Southern Confederacy. If .for the test of strength.
small water ways and on land. The
I any persons who were acquainted
A comparison of the various in- the water and electric light companies alone would nay the interest will be held at Camp Devens, Mass, arrangement is expected to result in
with my father ever doubted his word. come tax rate schedules before Con.
.
.
.
. 1 J
I have never met or heard of them. press this session With the Simmons on the entire issue. No other highway does anything like this. The during the month of August, 1924. a material tightening of the lines,
Mrs. C. M. Shepherd.
list of young men from anil when the Coast Guard has ob
plan approved by the Senate today automobilist fusses over a poor piece of road ; he never rests until it is Follows arZom
S.'X ‘ha? e tained the full quota, of new craft
Union, May 5.
follows:
been
accepted
for
camp. Any other planned under the recently enacted
made
better.
Simmons Plan
young men who contemplate attend appropriation of $14,000,000, Treas
Take a Crock At These
Is
there
any
reason
why
four
or
five
counties
of
Maine
—
and
we
Normal Rates—Two percent on in
ing are urged to send in their appli ury officials believe much will have
Editor of The C ntrier-Guzette:—
comes of $4000 and under; 4 per consider that this is a Second District affair and equally the business cations early.
been accomplished toward better en
Here are some queries for you cent on incomes between $4000 and
forcement.
Knox County
Wanterknowers.
Why do we speal: $8000: 8 pi r cent above $8000.
of .Androscoggin anil Oxford and Franklin counties -should not also
Work already has been started on
■ of extreme cold as "bitter’.’" Why do
Adelbert A. Leonard, of Camden.
Surtax Rates—Start at 1 percent on ‘•fuss’’ and protest against a highway that is impassable; that holds
reconditioning the former navy de
we say "as dry as a fish?” Or "as $10,000 nnd graduate up to 40 per
Cecil A. Benson, Sidney M. Bird,
stroyers, and the Treasury has let
deaf as a post?" Or ’as dead as a cent on amounts In excess of $500,000. him up often for hours in a narrow street, waiting for a ferry?
Charles K. Chapin, Kenneth M. contracts for the new speed boats
1 door nail?" Or "as slick as a whistle?"
Green,
Stanley
W.
Hall,
Arnold
S.
Prerent Lav%
Is the absolute denial of a highway not worse than a muddy h: "hfor use by the Coast Guard in Ua
Curious.
Nelson, Raymond C. Perry, Philip W.
Normal Rates—Four per
way. ‘hat /‘‘' passable; or a rough highway that one yet nr*’
t Rounds. Wendell H. • Thornton and pursuit of the rum runners. Five of
Thomaston.
the boats will be constructed lir De
$4000: 8 per cent above.
troit fnr.
’LrfseB
* JA’oobvich.<imp£nik n “lirvlo-'.
-j-n.n u vfk- Edwin E. Webber of Rockland,
SjyWijr Ratft.s.-Sri
aj Vyer. -U
William
A.
Sinunons
of
Otenmere.
»e'w'li Vc-wnluvito
five In Jaeksonvllk/ria., for service
on $6000 and graduate up to 50 per l^r every time he crosses on the it L.,SoF”> “* ''
jL
we
f • Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
St. Qeorgc.
among the Inlets and bayouts of,"that
cent on nmounts ir ixcess of $200
WJayOra. The repent s J ■
David Boyd Connor of Damaris section.
They will cost approxi
i A few years ago I received a letter ,000.
We believe that this bridge may be absorbed into the “good-roads
' ‘'nolod'
cotta
Mills.
from a steamboat captain In New Jermately $50,000 each.
program
without
a
dissenting
voice,
if
it
he
looked
at
rationally.
And
Mellon
Plan
Frank
C.
Boggs,
and
Loring
Aubrey
' sey—Capt. Elwell—who was alxjut to
Coast guard engineers also are
Normal Rates—Three per cent on unlike any other highway, this is not without revenue; this is not in Crowell of Waldoboro.
: publish a book, "Steamboating in the
drawing specifications and expect
j Gulf of Maine." then nearly ready f. r incomes under $4000: 6 per cent
soon to call for bids for half a hun
competition with the steam-railroad; it will pay fine dividends on tHe
the press.
He wanted to know if 1 above $4000.
A WEIGHTY MATTER
dred new craft to add to the dry
could give him the particulars of the I Surtax Rates—Start at 1 pir rent expenditure. It is a practical and common-sense outlay of State
fleet.
Meantime, a thorough-going
steamer Cambridge being out in a nt $10,000 and graduate up to 25 per
“Hunchback of Notre Dama” Is Com training is being given the officers
money.
storm and badly damaged.
Among cent on amounts in excess of $100,000
ing to the Park.
and crews to man the craft.
When
other frieght, he said, was a large
\\ e are for this bridge, first and last—not as an expenditure hut
all of the new boats are in service
House Plan
fleck of sheep, which to prevent them
A hundred pounds is a lot of and fully manned, the Coast Guard
Normal Rates—Two tier cent on in as an investment, guaranteed to pay good returns; sure to develop
being washed overboard were driven comes under $4000; 5 per emt on inweight to carry about for ten hours will have a personnel practically
a
large
section
of
Maine.
The
cash
for
it
mby
well
be
included
in
the
into the ladies’ cabin. I remembered
"weighty” matter whin one lias to ilo double its present strength.
jcomes between $4000 and $8000 and 8
reading about it but had forgotten the per cent above that amount.
budget of good roads; taken deliberately from other sections where that for a period extending over six
particulars.
Who knows?
mouths becomes even more of a
Surtax Rates—‘Start at 1% per
And where is the “Gulf of Maine?" cent on $10,000 end graduate up to the need is less and most if not all of it, he taken into the annual "weighty” matter when one has to do YOUR FAVORITE POEM
J Also who remembers the steamer 3714 per cent on amounts in excess of budget covering the four or five years which its construction will en it under the rays of a hot California
'AN you picture your dear old mother as
I Governor running nshore on the back- $200,000.
sun.
If I had to lire my life asain I would
'she peeps into a box of fresh cut Flowers?
made a rule to read some poetry and
tail, in such a way as not to add a dollar to the tax-assessments of
i side of White Head one foggy mornYet that is exactly what Norman have
listen to some imisir at least once a week
; ing I think about 1853—knocking a
Kerry
underwent
at
Un.vernal
City,
Tile
loss
of these tastes Is a loss of hsMilMaine.—Arthur G. Staples in the Lewiston Journal.
Can you see her taking the paper wrapper off
| hole in her bottom. One of the Bos THE POLITICAL WORD
where he had to wi ar a full suit of ness —KTiarlea Darwin
ton steamers came along shortly after,
arrrfor in the making ot "The Hunch
the full bloom Plant or a Corsage?
CORINNA’S GOING A-MAYING
I pulled her < ff aqd towed hei^into Seal
Edwin Denby former Secretary of
back of Notre Dame," which Wallace
up. Get up for ahamc! The blooming more
HEAVY LIABILITIES
! Harbor, where she sank in shallow the Navy, says that he is not a can
MORE OF THE SAME Worsley directed and in which Lon Get
What a feeling of appreciation comes over
upon her wlr.gs presents the god unshorn
I water and lay there a week or so be didate for United States Senator
Chaney is starred.
See how Aurora throws her fair
her as the gift of these Quality Flowers re
Fresh-quitted colors through the air:
J fore a tug came with a ateam pump from Michigan. Since his forced 'e/Former Camrlen ‘skir.Ki.ilda.e
In using this garment of steel
land towed her to Rockland.
Itiremcnt from the Cabinet his name rormer '-amaen Shipbuilder Wall s
Wonders Continue Kerry first hail to don a suit of mail Get up, sweet slug-a bed, and see
veals itself !
The dew bespangling herb and tree I
in the early 50's the Governor was. had been very actively used.
which completely covers ail portions Each flower has wept and bow'd toward tho
Files Voluntary Petition In
Their
Winning
Streak
But
east
the day heat running between Bangor
K
....
of his body and over this he wore
Order early, we urge, to insure prompt de
Bankruptcy
and Portland. The steamers Boston
Returns from a few of the Indiana
heavy breast steel, leg thigh plates Above an hour since, yet you not dreat;
Have No Walkover.
livery.
and Penobscot were the night boats precincts show Coolidge running
The entire outfit weighs a trifle over
Nay! not so much as out of bed?
to Boston, running in opposition, and [ahead of Johnson in the proportion of
When all the birds have matins said
A voluntary petition in bankruptcy
Schofield’s Stars led Wall’s Won a hundred pounds and to add to his
And sang their thankful hymns, ’tta atn.
I remember a time when the fare was seven to one.
was filed by Robert L. Bean cf Cam ders in the first half of Tuesday discomfort, the actor’s body is kept
THE ’
Nay! profanation, to keep In.
one
dollar
from
Rockland
to
Boston.
den
in
the
United
States
District
perfectly
rigid
by
the
metal
encase

Whereas
a thousand virgins on this day
night's match at the Star alleys and
Rprlng sooner than the lark, to fetch tn May.
/FLORIST 341 Main Street
Democratic Field Day
The Boston was a faster steamer than
Court Monday.
Liabilities are the then cracked beneath the strain. ment.
The Democratic State Committee is largest carried on any individual pe Mrs. Norcross carried off the honors
the Penobscot and would generally
Kerry’s suit of armor was care Blse and put on your foliage, and bo seen
GREENHOUSES. CAMDEN, ME., TEL 135-2
pass her before reaching Spruce Head. making plans for a Statewide Dem tition there in a long time. $298,500 In the feminine section but Alts. Mc fully selected by Perley Poore Shee- To come forth, like the spring-time, fresh and
ROCKLAND, ME, TEL. 120.
green.
ocratic fii id day at Waterville. June and the assets are $200 of which $100 Rae’s rally In the iast string gave hnn, who supervised his adaption of
L. E. Fogg.
And sweet us Flora. Take no care
4. The meeting will lie held on the is claimed as exempt.
Victor Hugo's immortal romance and
South Thomaston.
her a scare.
The score:
For Jewels for your gown or hair:
STtfAND THEATRE BUILDING
fair grounds.
Col. Gordon Magee, technical direc
Fear not; the leaves will strew
iMr. Bean was a shipbuilder and
t
Wall’s Wonders
'Gems in abundance upon you :
Refreshments will lie served and a when depression in that industry
tor, w’ho are both authorities on fif
The
Snow Marine Co.'s lighter
Besides, 'he childhood of the dav has kept
189 17 86 327 teenth century Paris.
X
picnic dinner eaten. There will lie came at the close of the war he had Wall ....................
Against you come, some orient pearls unwept
Sophia Is at Dark Harbor aiding in
«8 68 80 283
speaking from 1 until 4 p. m. Speak i two schooners in process of construc Mrs. McRae ..
Gome, and receive them while the light
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
the construction of the stone pier
Manga on the dew-locks of the night67 71 62 274 is conceded by those who have seen
ers of nationwide reputation will he tion. One was comple ted hut at heavy Mrs. Schofield .
which will retrace the Eastern's
And Titan on the eastern hill
Mrs.
Record
54
82
64
270 it in the making, as the biggest
present, as well as local leaders.
loss, and the other was not completed
Retires himself, or else stands still
wharf, carried away in a recent
72 66 64 279 screen drama ever made.
It cost Till you come forth! Wash, dress, be brief
but a large sum had been expended Miss Flanagan
storm.
tn praying.
— — —- ----- . as well over a million and a quartet
GOVERNOR WAS PLEASED
so that theye was no chance to!
are best when once we go s350 384 356 1433 dollars, and the principal playets in Few beads
break even by any method that could Totals ..............
Maylng.
How $1.00 bought $2500. is a story
Gov. Baxter made another unan be devised.
the cast, which numbers over three
Schofi
Sta ra
Come, my Corlnna, come: and coming, mark
every automobile owner should hear nounced visit at the State Prison
'The Camden Securities Company is Schofield .........
81 70 66 296 thousand, are Ilitsy Ruth Miller, How each Held turns a street, each street a
BEFORE they insure their automo Tuesday and found the reconstruc creditor to the extent of $289,500 and
Krnest
Torrence,
Brandon
Hurst.
park.
Mrs. Norcross.
75 75 67 287
bile.
George Roberts & Co.. Inc., tion Work going on at a rate which holds the schooners Robert L. Bean
Made green and trlmm’d with treeal tee
Winifred Bryson, Kate Lester, Tully
Mrs. Wall ........
62
73
62
241
how
10 Limerock Street, Rockland. Maine. pleased
him
immensely.
His and T. X. Barnsdall, the shipyard Miss Pease ....
FABRICS
88 48 71 275 Marshall. Jane Sherman, Harry Van
Devotion gives each house a bough
—adv.
54-72
Excellency was accompanied by his property and other real estate and Haskell ..............
Meter.
Gladys
Johnston,
Raymond
Or
branch
; each porch, each door, ere
70 64 87 301
30x3 .................................................. $ 8.50
thia.
private secretary, Gilbert R. Chad- personal property in Camden as se
Hatton and Nick de Ruiz.
—* — — ..
An
ark.
a
tabernacle Is.
jbourne: ;and Charles S. Hichhorn of curity for money expended.
30x3/2................................................. 10.25
It is Totals ...............
364 330 353 1400
Made up of white-thorn neatly Interwove,
the Prison Commission. They de said that A. S. Littlefield, Rockland
As if here were those cooler shades of love
BURGLARIES IN BROOKS
..CORDS
Can such delights be In the street
moted four hours to a careful inspec attorney is a creditor to the amount
And open fields, and we not see't?
tion
of
the
n
’
e
w
buildings,
under
es

of $1000 unsecured for professional
30x3/2.................................................. $12.50
Come, we’ll abroad: and let’s obey
Belief Is Current That Automobile
ILIOUSNESS
cort of Warden Eaton, and were services.
The proclamation made for May.
The Camden Securities
Bandits Are Operating in Eastern
31x4 .................................................... 18.50
sick
headache,
sour
stomach,
And
sin no more, as we have done, by stay
amazed at the strides which have Company account includes those of C.
Maine.
constipation, easily avoided.
ing ;
been made since their last visit to W. Babb, C. P. Brown. L. M. Chan
32x4 .................................................... 20.00
But, my Corlnna, come, let's go a-Maying.
An actin liver wilhoat calonuL
Thomaston.
dler,
J.
W.
Ingraham,
Cl..
H.
IlodgIBurgiars
believed
to
have
been
the
33x4 .................................................... 21.00 .
__ day
budding boy or girl thia
"We are going to have one of the man, Harry Buchanan. Frank Hand- CHAMBERLAIN’S automobile bandits who have been There's not
But Is got up and gone to bring In May.-'
best prisons in the country," said Icy. all of Camden. W. <fc S. Job of
32x4/2 ............................................... 26.00
A
deal
of
youth
ere
thia
ta
come
operating
in
Eastern
Maine
made
TABLETS
Back, and with white thorn laden home
Gov. Baxter, “and I am proud to have New York, and Richardson Dana
some breaks in Brooks Monday night.
Never sicken or grip*—only 25c
34x4/2 ...............................
28.50
Some have despatch'd their cxkea and
hail a hand in br’nging it about.”
Company of Portland.
This morning it was discovered that
cream.
Before that we have left to dream:
Other sizes in stock at the same attractive figures.
the Maine Central station had been
And
some
have wept and woo’d. and plighted
broken into and th- safe blown bv
Especially when used on a
troth,
WE GUARANTEE these TIRES and make our
the use of an exp'nsive.
It was not And ehose their priest, ere we can cast off
DAYSON Enamel Bed—and
sloth:
Own Adjustments Here.
believed the robins were able to
DAYSON Rustless Springs is
Many a green gown has been given.
affe?’. ii'trance to the saf? from its
Many a kiss, both odd and even :
Ton Lots $3.50
condition when fc ind.
The Vavney
Many a glance, too, has been sent
The Downy Cot
From out the eye. love's firmament:
and Chase stores were entered and
ROCKLAND, ME.
Many a jeat told of the keys betraying
S. D. BEATON
$28 obtained at the first and $10 at This night, and locks pick'd: yet we’re not
Give Her a Box of DELICIOUS CHOCOLATES
PROMPT SERVICE. TEL. 672-M
You Read About
the seco' d.
a-Xaytagl
41-tf
—Or An—
A t •-dster -as seen at Brooks
CAMDEN, ME.
Come, let us go. while we are In our prime.
abou 4 o’clock Tuesday morning. And take the harmless folly ot the timet
in Story-Books—
ivory Mirror, Bottle of Good Perfume, Toilet
We shall grow old space, and die
This led to the belief that the bandits
All the Comfort
Before we know our liberty.
were the same two who wer? seen
Water,
Ivory
Comb
and
Brush,
Ivory
Clocks,
Cur
life Is short, and our days run
in the World.
at Cf f llne Sunday morning following
W1THINGTON
As fast sway as does the.sun.
For sale by furniture dealers in
Domestic and Imported Talcum...................................
the bleak and unsuccessful attempt And. as a vapour or a drop of rain.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland (Gazette was established in
1846.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The. Free PresB was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

WE WANTERKNOW!

Only $9.00

MOODY’S

«n^

Flowers to Cheer Her
on Mothers’ Day

C

GLAENTZEL

SPEAKING

OF

TIRES

Here Are Some Extraordinary Values in
TIRES—FABRICS AND CORDS

X5he

MATTRESS

IC

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.

CORNER DRUG STORE

MOTHERS’ DAY NEXT SUNDAY

CAMDEN AUTO SALES CO.

"W A.3VTTGD

to exchange naw furniture for your old. We must keep our sec
ond hand department filled, and are willing to exchange now mod
ern furniture for your old; also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY INC. 2”'2SS

"““J"!

till:

cvinmunlty
Jl.vle in Hangar. Maine, by

ICE

H. L. DAY SONS CO.

Service Guaranteed

Write for folder Xn. 324

Telephone 361-W

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

GEORGE TREGGETT
CORNER

MAIN

ANO

LIMEROCK

STREETS, ROCKLAND

lost, can ne'er be found again.
to mb the branch bank of the Waldo Once
So when or you or I are made

Trust Co.

'.‘did

A fable, a song, or fleeting shade.
All love, all liking, all delight
Lies drown'd with us tn endless night.
Sumatra Tlieu, while time serves, and we are but i

Keystone Cigars—Mfld,
caving.
Wrapper. Long FUler. At all stores.
Come, igy Corlnna. come, let's go gJ
M-tf
—Robert Herrick (INI/

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
________ THREE TIMES * WEEK_________
CIRCULATION

AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Mnv 8. 1924.
Personally appeared Frank s. Lyddie, who
on oath declares that he la pressman In the
office of the Rockland Publishing Co., and
that of the Issue of The Courier-Gazette of
'lav 6, 11124, there was printed a total of
<>,401 copies.
before uie,
FRANK B. MILLER,
Notary Public.

Behold at eventide, trouble; and
before the morning he is not.
This
is the portion of them that spoil us,
and the lot of them that rob us.—
Isaiah 17:y4.

If anything were needed to con
vince the people of Maine that the
Kennebec Bridge project is not a local
issue, it is found in the editorial of
Arthur G. Staples which appeared in
Monday’s Lewiston Journal, and
which is republished elsewhere in
this issue There appears to lurk in
some thoughtless minds a belief that
the State is to be asked to make a
tremendous expenditure, Just for the
benefit of Knox and Lincoln Counties.
As a matter of fact the agitation ex
tends west, north and east, and the
thousands upon thousands of peo
ple who use the present obsolete
method of crossing the Kennebec
River at Bath become firm champions
of a proposition which is just as sure
ly a part of highway development as
the vast sums which are expended
annually (not once in a lifetime) on
the roads of Maine. Once built the
Kennebec Bridge becomes a perma
nent fixture, not impassable at cer
tain seasons of the year, and not to
be rebuilt every fourth or fifth year.
The expense will be large, but the
fruits of it will be there to stay. The
Bangor Commercial says;
The Journal is entirely correct in
its statements that the counties most
interested are certainly entitled to
this aid to development but we are
not so sure that the suggestion that
this matter will be a great public is
sue for the next few' years is equally
correct. We have seen elsewhere re
cent suggestions that some sections
of the eastern portion of the State are
not looking with much favor upon the
proposal but the comment that we
have heard is that the expenditure is
a necessary one and should be made.
The- estimated expense is of course
large but as said above there is a
distinct return after construction in
addition to the improvement, a re
turn in actual cash. We shall expect
(hat the action of the next legisla
ture will be in favor of the building
of the bridge at Bath.

third Wvith 659. The total member
ship of 206 lodges in Maine is 42,566.
a gain of 826 for the year. Six of the
Holding Their Annual Ses seven living past grand masters were
sions In Portland—A. S. present.
David E. Moulton of Portland was
Littlefield Grand Master of elected grand master of the Grand
Lodge. He has served fur the past
Council.
two years as deputy. He is a mem
ber of the Commandery and a 32d
The annual sessions of the various degree Mason.
Seven of the eight living Past
Masonic grand bodies opened Tuesday
at Masonic Temple, Portland, with Grand Masters. Charles F. Johnson
that of the Grand Lodge of Maine, of Portland. Ashley A. Smith of Ban
presided over by Grand Master A. M. gor. Thomas H. Bodge of Augusta.
Spear of Gardiner.
Waldo l’ettingill of Rumford. Silas B.
Ancient Landmark of Portland, af Adams of Portland. Edward W.
ter nearly a half century's leadership Wheeler of Brunswick and Albert M.
in membership, was passed during Spear of Augusta, were present wfiien
the year by Deering Lodge, also of the session opened.
• • • *
Portland, with a total of 835, and a
The Grand Council of Royal and
lead of eight. Waterville Lodge is
Select Masters held its annual con
vention yestgrdav and Arthur S. Lit
tlefield of Rockland was elected grand
master. Mr. Littlefield was unable to
be present on account of illness and
his installation will be held here at a
later date, at which time he will also
name appointive officers.
The reports of the various officers
were also presented during the ses
sion. the returns showing that the
. total membership is 8052, a net gain
I f 291 members for tile veai .
_____ ________ '
s

MASONIC BODIES

FRIENDS

a
POTfK

THE A B C OF SUCCESS

1

ABILITY

2

BACKBONE

3

CLOTHES

We can supply only the THIRD
but—can do it so efficiently that
its’ a big help towards the FIRST
and SECOND requirement.
As an example, our suits at $37.50
cover a man with STYLE, fill him
with SATISFACTION and add to
his confidence.

Boys' Kaynee Shirts and Blouses,
$1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

MAIN STREET

We Can Paint Your House and
Have First Class Men on the Job
—Not Boys—For a Price That
Won't Rob You. Let's Talk It Over.

PRESCOTT
THE PAINTER
TEL. 129-11. THOMASTON, ME.

C. O. HARADEN

TRUCKING

MOVING
Will

Go

Telephones

Anywhere
156-M or 629-J

234 Limerock St.,

ROCKLAND

49-tf

Al says: “ ’Till you hear my Brunswick rec
ords, You Ain’t Heard Nothin’ Yet.”
POPULAR VOCAL

2557

The One I Love Belongs To Somebody Else, Comedian
Al Jolson, tsham Jones* Orchestra

75c

Stcppin’ Out, Comedian.
Al Jolson, Isham Jones' Orchestra

I’m Goin’ South, Comedian,
75c
Al Jolson, Isham Jones' Orchestra
California, Here I Ccme, Comedian Vkelele. Bud De Sylva
Al Jolson, Isham Jones’ Orchestra

2569

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
283 Main Street, - - Rockland
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

COME IN AND HEAR THE NEW RECORDS

ffinwiawick
AND

RICOBBS

AYER'S
<JWe would like awfully well to have you come
in and see our line of Wash Suits and Play Suits
that have just come in. They are beautiful and
reasonable in price . .$1.23, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Boy*’
Boys'
Boys’
Boys'
Boys'
Boys’
Boys'
Boys’
Boys’

The recent prize offer of the Dulaint people for the slaughter of
crows has been condemned by many
Maine persons, from Gov. Baxter
down.
The Lewiston Journal of
Tuesday went on record as opposing
the proposition. The crow appears to
have ardent champions of its caws.

Men's
Men's
Men's
Men’s
Men’s
Men's
Men’s
Men's
Meu’s
Men’s
Men's

CLEAN-UP WEEK AGAIN
When All Citizens Are Expected To Beautify Their
Premises—Three Rules To Be Observed.
The week commencing May 12,
next Munday, has been set by Mayor
Snow as Clean-up Week, as voted
by the City Council. The same gen
eral procedure used so successfully
last year will be utilized again this
year and it is hoped that the same
satisfactory results may be obtained.
The necessity for a general clean-up
is realized by the majority of the
citizens and in order that the* pro
ject may succeed the co-operation of
every man. woman and child is so
licited.
The city has been laid out in sec
tions or zones to make it easier for
the the people who wish to dispose of
the rubbish as well as those who pick
it up. In order that the city teams
may be used to best advantage cer
tain districts are listed for certain
days at which time .they will be en
tirely covered by the city teams.
Certain rules are laid down as last
year so as to eliminate misunder
standing.
These rules should be
strictly observed:
• • • •
First: All rubbish must be placed
in receptacles of some kind.
Second:
Receptacles containing
rubbish must be placed on the curb
before the date of collection.
Third: Positively no garbage will
be picked up.
The above rules are simple enough
so that anyone can carry them out,
and it Is necessary that a strict ob
servance be followed for the reason
that the city teams will positively
make no return trips on any days
following the date of collection. The
following zones have been laid out
and it is hoped that the days of col
lection in these zones will be care
fully remembered by those living in
their respective communities and see
to it that their rubbish is placed on
the curb the night before the day of
collection.

Y

out Cedar street to town line and to
Bay. North Main streef, Cottage,
lilake Place. Rockland. James. Warmi. Main. Pine. Bunker, Brewster.
.Ivlin. Knox, Jefferson, Cedar, Cam
den. Achorn, Perry, Trinity, Front.
Maverick. Washington, Fales, Bay
View Square. Adams, Waldo Avenue,
Spruce. Knott, Frederick Birch,
Maverick, Ocean Avenue.
Zone 2.

Tuesday, May 13

Electrical-Alliances

Hounded by top of ridge. Main
street, North Main and Cedar streets,
north side of Limerock street, Stanley
Lane. Amesbury, Chestnut, Aidmontem avenue, Gurdy, Gay street place.
Knowlton, Gay street. Leland. Rankin.
Sweetland. Traverse. Beacon. Cen
ter. Diehard. Broadway, Granite, Wil
low Union. Temple. Fogg, Hill, Sum
mer. Lindsey. Grove, Beech, White,
Maple. Lincoln. Walker place, Shaw
avenue.
Zone 3.

Coffee PercolatorS'Toasters'Tlat Irons

Wednesday, May 14

South side Limerock street to har
bor. to Ridge west of Broadway,
north side of Pleasant street. Limereek street, Alden, Broadway. Broad.
Lisle. Walnut, Brick, Grace street
place, Claremont. High. Union. Main.
Myrtle, Park, Orient. Oak, Elm.
Spring. Schoo.1 Masonic. Grat e, Park
place. Si»ear place. Winter, Pink.
Pearl, Point place. Tillson avenue.
Lime, Sea street place, wharf.
Zone 4.

Thursday, May 15

South side Pleasant street. Main
street, Broadway, Pleasant street.
Main, east side. Robinson, Florence.
Hall. Holmes, Marsh, Autumn, Pres
cott, Berkeley, Orange.
Edwiard
place. Franklin. Purchase, State.
Lovejoy. Kelley lane, Broadway.
Zone 5.

Friday, May

Special HV

Special W&

Pounded by Main street on west.
Mechanic street on south to harbor.
Main street, Mechanic, South, Ma
rine, Lawrence. Crescent, Atlantic,
Linden. Suffolk, Scott, Ocean. Suffolk
Zone 1. Monday, May 12
Bounded by North Main street, to place, Fulton. Carroll's lAtne, Clar
junction of North Main and Cedar, endon. Otis. Water, Laurel, Norht.

MORE VESSEL NAMES

Tour Choice
tot

I'xss
jjEACH

WASHINGTON LETTER

Suits, ages 3 to 8: wool .............................................. $3 75, $5.00
Suits, ages 8 to 20; 2 pairs pants each ........... $7.50 to $15.00
Shirts, Khaki, Blue, Pongee and light colors....... $1.00, $1.50
Blouses, Khaki, Blue, Pongee and light colors 90c, $1.00
Khaki Pants ................................................................... $1.00, $1.25
Shirts or Drawers ......................................................................... 45c
Union Suits, all kinds ............................................ 50c, 75c, $1.00
Sweaters.................................................... $2.50, $3.50, $5 00, $6.50
Stockings ........... 25c, 35c. Golf Stockings ........... 50c, $1.25

Work Suits—can’t be worn out ........................................ $7.50
Pants—Khaki, Work or Dress ............................ $1.98 to $5.00
Shirts or Drawers ............................................................. 50c, 98c
Union Suits ............................................................. 98c, $1.50, $1.98
Work Shirts ............................................................................... $1.00
Dress Shirts .......................................... $1.00, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50
Silk Stockings—these are good .......................................... 50c
Cctton or Lisle Stockings ................................................ 25c, 35c
Golf Hosa................................. .'.......................................$1-50, $2.00
Fancy or Work Sweaters ............... $2 50, $5.00, $6.00. $7.50
Overalls—railroad, carpenters, or dungarees ..... $1.75, $2.00

Ladies' Silk Stockings—the celebrated Pigeon Brand—the kind
that wear and that look right ..................................................... $1.50

WILLIS AYER

South Thomaston Man Takes Some of the More Pertinent
a Hand At Remembering' Questions Now Being Disthe Old-Timers.
cussed At the Capital.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
I was very much interested to read
in your issue of May 1 the article
written by Capt. Averill.
He de
picts life on board a lime coaster In
a way that is natural and interest
ing.
His menu almost leads one to
think that the next course will be
tongues and sounds or bean soup.
Both were quite prominent dishes in
those days.
I first recall the cap
tain something over 40 years ago.
as he was standing at the wheel of
of the Thayer Kimball, going out of
Rockland harbor.
As he remarks,
there has b.-en a great change since
those days.

Washington, D. C.. May 5—More
than a majority of the delegates to
the Republican National Convent o':
have been instructed for or pledged
,h. Coolidge.
Theodore E. Burton of
Ohio has 1“ en selected by the Presint as temporary chairman, and
V.'m. M. Butler of Massachusetts has
been ih.ser. for i hail man of the
Republican National CemmittInterest here naturally turns now
i the Democratic convention.
A*
s writing '.here promises to be
for . if race, but the favorites
John W. Davis, attorney for
organ & Co. and. strange as
. 4*»n'. JAoweA#'
■ V
York.
Senator Ralston of In
diana. a recent favorite, does not
seem to stand the test.
It is argued
that he won both the governorship
and the senatorship practically by
default—that is, as the result of
splits in the Republicans ranks and
that, while he has dune nothing and
made r.o enemies, he is too old to be
elected It the presidency with rea
sonable hope that he would live out
his term.
To the outsider the boom
of Al. Smith. Governor of New York
looks vigorous just now—but not to
the insider. There are other reasons
for the activity of the Smith boom
just now. however.
One is the
anxiety of the New York Democrats
to cinch the elimination ct McAdoo.
The other is the determination of
Tammany to exercise surticiint In
fluence in the convention to enable
it to dictate to the successful candi
date.

ta compile from memory
doubt if there is any one living
could give a complete list of the ves
sels that'have had Rockland for a
hailing port.
I am sending a sup
plementary list of vessels which
Capt. Averill's memory failed to re
call.
He will no doubt remember
them all as he reads my list.
Most
of them have been in active service
in my time.
Some of them I have
heard from older persons.
I find as
I cheek them up that out this little
list I am sending I have done time
on board of nine of them: .
*
W. 8. Clarke.
South Thomaston. May 5.
• • •
Anna M. Dickenson
Alice A. Hall
Abbie Brackett
Ann Eliza
Aldana Rokes
Adrian
Abbie S. Emery
A. J. Bird
Alena L. Young
Accumulator
Arctic
...»
Almon Bird
Bound Brcok
That Senator Borah will play a
Augustus J. Fabens
conspicuous part in the Republican
Brutus
Brunette
convention seems assuVed.
The
Cornelius Hanrahan
Charlotte Jameson
best judgment just now is that he
will either be chosen permanent
Cottage
Charles Carroll
chairman, in which event he would
Charley Hanley
Coquimbo
make the keynote speech, or that he
Caiista
Concord
will 'be selected to nominate Mr.
Daniel Webster
Carrie Cookson
Coolidge.
The fact that he is a
D. H. Baldwin
Emma Furbish
progressive, albeit a sane one, is
Davis Brothers
Edith Hall, brig
pretty certain to make him at least
Diadem
Elbridge Gerry
an important factor.
Mr. Coolidge
Eliza Ann
Euratus
is worklngassiduously on the draft of
Frank Pearsons
the platform and there is every reaFannie Keating
Edward Stanley
to expect that* he will be nomi
Eldorado
Frank & Nellie
nated very much on his own plat
Frank N ;;ir:
Francis Hatch
form. whether it is entirely pleas
Fortuna Thompson
ing to the other party leaders or not.
Frederick Eugene, brig
• . • •
G. W. Baldwin
G. W. Kimball, Jr
Q. W. Horton, balk
“It is incredible that a system of
Gertrude E. Smith
taxation which permits a man with
an income of 31,060,000 to pay not a
Gertrude Horton Herald
cent to the support of his Govern
G. M. Partridge Hiawatha
ment should remain unaltered," de
Gold Fish
Hud & Frank
clares Secretary Mellon in his new
Henry Norwell, b^k
book, on taxation, but that is pre
Horace R. Sturgess
cisely the situation which the Demo
Harriet
H. S. BoyiYon
erats -wlu are fighting the Mellon
Isabelle Alberta
I. H. Horton
John S. Case
plan are trying to perpetuate.
The
Ida L. Jayne
Democratic minority declared in
J. Chaney Crafts
their report that "the value of all
John P. Kelsey
John Pierson
tax-exempt securities held by these
I. I’. Allen
John Adams
decedents (with gross estates of $2,Leontine
Koret
879,372,168) was not sufficient to pay
Lizzie Guptill
Lulu Everett
the funeral and administrative ex
Lucy May
Lizzie
penses.”
Lottie Ames
Louise Crockett
Mr. Mellon comes back with the
Lucy Baker
Mary Langdon
official record of the estate tax of
Mary Jane Lee
Onward
the late William Rockefeller.
His
Mary Susan
Ocean Wave ■
estate comprised $44,000,000 of tax
Pearl
Martha Innis
exempt securities and only $7,000,Planet
Martha Weeks
000 of Standard Oil stock.
While
Post Boy
Mansfield
alive he paid taxes on an income of
Pennsylvania
Millie Trim
perhaps $426,000 from his Standard
Marietta
Patriot
Oil stock, but did not pay one penny
Mountain Eagle
Pacific
of taxation on an income of prob
Pyralia
M. S. Partridge
ably $1,760,000 invested in lax-ex
Mabel C. Snow
Pilot
empt securities.
This is what Sec
Nellie E. Gray
Pilot's Bride
retary Mellon would have corrected
Pioneer
Nourmahal
hut which the Democrats and the in
Richard Billiwinkle
surgents are fighting to perpetuate.
Ring Dove
Sunbeam
* * • *
Robert B. Smith ■S. J. Gilmore
Setagaua
After bringing Mrs.
Ilamon
Iteaa
Rohrer, widow of the late Jake Ha
Ralph K. Grant
8. C. Loud
Rising Sun
mon, all the way to Washington at
Silas Wright
Sarah F. Bird
Star
the expense of the tax-payers, to
Samuel W. Brown Sisters
testify in his oil “investigation
Snow Squall
Sinbad
Senator Walsh declined to question
S. Sawyer
Sea Serpent
her and she was allowed to return
to Oklahoma (expenses again paid
Telegraph
Thomas Bolden
T. P. Pixon
by tax-payers, unquestioned.)
The
Trader
Theresa Butler, brig
committee had listened to all sorts of
Victory
William Wilson
hearsay evidence as to what the late
Vandora
WilliamBordman
Jake Haraon had said, as to what
Vine
Yankee Maid
someone heard that Hnmon had said,
William H. Allison
etc., but when his widow, who prob-.

7»*>9Cup Electric Percolator

9 Cup Electric Percolator

16

53-Th«5

Public enthusiasm has been aroused by the fact
that Al. Jolson, World's Greatest Comedian, is
now recording exclusively for BRUNSWICK
RECORDS.

The fact that the Maine Central
Railroad is about to expend $1.712.450
for new equipment doesn’t look much
like business depression. The coun
try has no better judges of industrial
conditions than the railroad officials
and the Maine Central Railroad
wouldn't be contemplating an e-x
pcndlture of these dimensions if they
were not planning to haul somebody
oiv something.

the tremendous pulling power
tier-Gazette ads.

THE HIGH COST OF
HOUSE PAINTING
MUST COME DOWN

Al Jolson

PKONOCBAFHS

>ody disputes Hiram Johnson’s
ge, but there appears to be
thing amiss with his judgment.

Makes me wonder what those others
That I never chanced to know
Reall.v were, in all the places
•
Where I never chanced to go.
Wait ! You don't suppose, do you.
They’d have been th»* nicest, too*
Alice Lawry Gould
Auburn. Me.

OF ALL KINDS

J. F.
GREGORY
SONS CO.

The primary election law is fast
coming to be recognized as a system
which nobody wants, except those
who have not had a chance to become
acquainted with its fallacies, or who
.^TiTvAkthat
It champions f^cause of the pee-

Former Senator Willard Saulsbury
who spends his summers at the Samset Hotel, Rockland Breakwater, has
been indorsed for the Presidency by
the Delaware Democrats. There Is
nothing to indicate that his candi
dacy will pass the "favorite son"
stage, but the Democratic party
would not go far astray if it named
a candidate of his prominence and
ability.

[For The Courier-Gazette]
Odd. that In my simple lifetime
I should really chance to meet
Just the friends I should have cl.osen
Had I planned my life complete:
Friends so true and kind and clever.
Friends the very nicest ever.

All of this increases his ABILITY
and braces up his BACKBONE.

416-418

Pul against the Bosses. Intelligent
observers in all parts of the country
have seen how it operates quite to the
reverse, and there is a rapidly grow
ing demand for the abolition of a law
which was supposed to be a so
lution. but which turned out to be a
hypocritical nuisance. Some of the
ablest editorial minds of the coun
try are today arraigned against the
primary law, but it has remained for
the Detroit Free Press, one of the
leading newspapers of the United
States to administer one of the most
scathing rebukes. Here are two of
the paragraphs fronj its editorial;
The reign of the primary in this
corner of the country has been a hey
day for cheap demagogues and for
irresponsible officials. It has caused
a painful lowering of the general
standard of public service, Which has
fallen largely’ into the hands of twospots and windbags. And unques
tionably it has been one of the direct
causes of the increasing extravagance
of administration.
On the legisla
tive side, the condition is pathetic.
Today this state is not really repre
sented in congress at all. It main
tains senators, and representatives
from the districts; but with the pos
sible exception of one or two mem
bers of the lower house, these officials
do not in the least reflect the real
will and judgment of the voters.
They are misrepresentatives.

Every-Other-Day
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Electric Flatiron (61b.)

These Coeds
orettswdly
Soldjor

9 Cup Electric Percolator

SpecMW!

Special 132?

~h) ’Each fe)r
Sale Starts at 9 a, ix^Next Saturdi
ONLY ONE 61

TO a customer

pLEASE understand that this is a One Day

Special Sale,

We want to give as many fam

ilies an opportunity to take advantage of this Unusual Price, as
this limited quantity of electrical appliances will permit. We
must ask you to limit you purchase not to exceed One Perco
lator, One Toaster and One Iron, or of course any One of the
three.
WE URGE YQU TO SHOP EARLY
NOTE—These Electric Appliances are made of guaranteed for
twenty years Pure Quality Brand Aluminum ! The electric element

'

is also guaranteed for one year. The Percolators are of the celebrated
“cold water” or “instantaneous” type usually sold for $12.00 to
$15.00. This Percolator permits you to fill the pot with cold water
and in about one minute steaming hot percolation begins.

A. T. THURSTON, 414 Main Street
ably knew some thing ebs dutely first
hand about Hamon'g financial affairs,
came to testify the Montana states
man sent her away unquestioned.
She probably would have exploded
his beautiful fairy stories about Jake
Hamon’s alleged buying of the Hard
ing’s nomination.
She might— and
probably would—have told Senator
Walsh that it was all bunk—as it
was.

on the oil rases in Washington and
Senator I’omerene and Owen Rob
erts. the special Government Coun
sel. are presenting the fa-ts on which
they will ask indictments.
Techni
cally, the chse io^ow known as "The
United States against Albert B.
Fall."
Considering the intricacies

of the case and the ramifications of
the evidence, competent judges de
clare there is no basis for criticism
on the President's special counsel
on the ground of undue delay.
The
charge of ''contempt of the Senate"
against II. F. Sinclair for refusal to
testify will be urfeued immediately.

* • * •
The federal grand Jury is sitting

NDIGESTION

I

Relieved of its poignant dis
tress, flatulent (gas) pains,
discomfort after meals,
belching,
bloating and
health-destroying constipa
tion with

CHAMBBRLAIN’S
TABLETS
They make digestion easy,' prevent harm
ful dogging, and cause the regular daily
movement so necessary to good health.
Easy and pleasant to take—only 25c

For Sale
Steamboat Mascot, gross tonnage
36, net 18; 63 ft. long, 15 feet 5 in.
Deam; draws 6 feet water; engine
single vertical inverted compound
keel condensing; steamer rebuilt in
1920 including boiler and engine.
Can be inspected at Marine Rail
way in Brewer.

DON A. SARGENT
Care Union Iron Works, Inc.

BANGOR, MAINE

52-57

For Low Cost of operation, ease and comfort in
riding the CHEVROLET has no equal for a low
priced automobile.

Call 837-M and ask for a demonstration and regards
to our easy payment plan

. $490.00 Utility Coupe, $640.00
$495.00 Sedan,
$795.00

Roadster,
Touring,

ALL PRICES F. O. B. FLINT, MICH

SEA

VIEW

Telephone 837-M.

GARAGE
Main Street

£very-Other-Day
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TALK OF THE TOWN
May 8-9—Camden—Legion Minstrels In
opera house.
May Ilk-(Baseball) Reckland High vs Bel
fast High, at Broadway Athletic Field.
May 10— (League Baseball) Camden High vs
Thomaston High in Camden.
May 11-17—-Clean-up Week.
May 11—Mothers’ Day.
Moy 12—Dance recital by pupils of Jen
nie Harvey Percival at the Arcade.
May 12—National Hospital Day.
May 14-15—Annual Money Raising Cam
paign of Littlefield Memorial Church
May 15—Play. “That Rascal, Pat,” at the
M B. vestry at 7 30.
(May 1ft—Chamber of Commerce’s last Open
Forum banquet of the season.
May 19-21—“Ship Ahoy!’’ musical revue,
under Masonic auspices
May 20—Annual roll-call of Miriam Re
bekah Lodge.
.
May 21—Extra meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
,
May 22—Annual Bift ball of James F.
Sears Hose Co. in Havener Hall.
JJay 30—.Memorial Day.
,
June 5—Knox County W. C. T. U. Con
vention.
June 13—Rockland High School commence
ment In Park Theatre
June 16—Primary elections.
June 24- Democratic National Convention
meets In New York.

CLEAN-UP WEEK

.FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

30 New Coats, which we are offering at a great deal
below the regular price, due to the fact that the ma
terials are practically sold out.

Priced from $65.00 up

DANCE RECITAL

Judge Edward C. Payson and Gil
ford B. Butler ure to occt*>y the
offices which are to he tfullt Over the
extension to the Rockland National
Bank.

—AT—

BY PUPILS OF

JENNIE HARVEY

THE

PERCIVAL

ARCADE

AT 7:45 O’CLOCK

MARSTON’S

ORCHESTRA

TICKETS—55 CENTS—Including War Tax

56-57

DANCING AFTERWARDS

There will be a matinee as well as
evening performance at Strand The
atre Saturday.
The attraction is
“The White Panther,” featuring
“Snowy" Baker.

BLUE UNFINISHED WORSTED $25.00

BLUE SERGES

$30.00, $32.00, $35.00
For $5.00 extra will line Coat and
Vest Back with Skinner's Best
Quality Satin. Made up any style
you want; best trimmings, linings
and workmanship.

BUSINESS
OPENING
I will Sell Camden Store, Fruit,
Confectionery, Cigars, Ice Cream
Parlor and Soda Fountain
AT A BARGAIN
Location is best, on the car line;
large show window, store in ex
cellent condition.
Sacrificed be
cause of ill health.

G K. M A Y O

COBB’S
BF F F

SPECIALS

FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY

Adjutant General Hanson has Is
sued an order transferring Captain

Capt. David L. Haskell, who is
serving as first officer on the tug
Gypsum King, had an interesting ex
perience on a recent trip, when the
tug was towing three barges from
Nova Scotia to New York. Off Grand
Manan, according to the story which
reaches Rockland, the third barge was
cut loose, and the crew took to the
boat. The Gypsum King went back
in the heavy gale, rescued the men
in the small boat, and beached the
barge, which had a cargo valued at
$15,000.

r•»

Fresh, New Spring Merchandise chosen from our regular stock and marked at
Special Prices for These Three Days—take adcantage of the real saving we
other you.

59c

For Feet, That Tire
From Walking
1 CASE CRETONNES, 36 in.
wide, good

patterns, 25c to

39c values.

For these three

days, Special, yard ...

2IC

1 LOT

LEATHER

BAGS, $1.50 value.

three

days,

to

1 CASE

Another Big Lot of COLORED
AND FIGURED VOILE and
RUFFLED
DIMITY
and
MUSLIN BLOUSES, in white
and colors, plain, checks, and
stripes . Just received in the
newest designs; values $2,00.
Special for these three days,

HAND
For these

olose,

have

your pick; each .... ..............
EXTRA

98c

59c

each................................. 98c

SPECIAL

LADIES’

SUMMER

UNDERVESTS, standard 29c

quality, sizes 40 to 44, all new
goods and all perfect.

For

these three days, each

2IC

Another Lot of CURTAINS,
some Dutch style with lace
edges, and some ruffled with
tie-backs; value $1.25 and
$1.50. Special for these three
days, pair ....... ...................... 98c

59c

WATCH FOR OUR SPECIALS EVERY WEEK FOR THESE THREE DAYS

ure patterned from the lines of the
foot. The shoe is carefully lasted to
fellow the mould of the underfoot and
lend restful support to the arch. And
the arch of a Cantilever Shoe is flex
ible. It allows the muscles to flex
and contract with every step, to func”.on freely as Nature intended. This
exercise strengthens the foot muscles
as you walk, so that they support the
snell bones of the foot in a strong,
springy arch.
The moderate, well set heels of the
Cantilever Shoe encourage correct
posture’ and distribute tne weight
without strain on the arches. The
combination of moderate heel and
natural outline in the Cantilever Shoe
allows the foot to step firmly and
gracefully without cramping the tots
or binding the muscles anywhere.

S I XI O XTO X ’ S
The James F. Sears ball of May 22
will be held in Havener half instead
of Kimball hall.

A meeting of the entire fire depart
ment is called for 7.15 tonight In
Central Fire Station. Chief Havener
has some very interesting anjj pleas
ing information to give.
A 1924 Apperson touring car made
its appearance on the street yester
day. It’s a beauty, with a dark blue
body, black running gear, disc wheels
and Apperson improvements.

BAKED BEAN
AND SOCIAL

SUPPER
DANCE

At GRANGE HALL, SOUTH THOMASTON

FRIDAY NIGHT, MAY 9
SMALLEY’S ORCHESTRA
ICE CREAM ON SALS

SUPPER 5:30 TO 8:00.

Proceeds to Benefit Knok Lodge Building

55-56

The union plumbers and their em
ployers have effected a compromise
whereby the men will continue to
work 48 hours a week, but will have
their wages advanced from 80 to 85
cents an hour.

A

d

only by

Alden Ulmer, Jr., has resigned his
position as mechanic and truck driver
for the Deep Sea Fisherie*, Inc., and
commencing next Monday will enter
upon his new duties caring for cars
Land acting as a public Z-- :JXr.

7blackingtoN

LIME MEN HERE

Sales Force of R. & R. Cor
poration Visits Plant and
Brings Gratifying Report.
The sales force of the Rockland &
’nn1-nn"‘ X
Po-nnrq ♦ Ion
the city Tuesday, and. after making
a thorough inspection of the plants
here and in Rockport, assembled at
the Thorndike Hotel for dinner and a
"sit down.”
In the party were President George
B. Wood, H. A. Buffum, E. S. Levenf^Ier, Supt. K. C. Rankin, Supt. W.
C. Bird, W. H. Rhodes, W. H. Adams
and A. E. Orff of the local staff. H.
W. Huke of Torrington. Conn.; War
ren E. Healey and Wendell A. Hodg
kins of Boston, Edward B. Page and
William F. Campbell of New York,
William F. Flaherty of Adams, Mass.,
and J. E. Underwood of Washington,
D. C. .
Mr. Campbell is the corporation's
plaster expert, and was especially
interested in the delegation’s visit to
Rockport, where the comixiny is con
verting a large building into five
tenements of 22 rooms, and experi
menting with various mixtures of
wall plaster mado from hydrated
lime.
The visitors expressed much pleas
ure over the improvements which
have been made around the plant, and
found all departments of the industry
booming.
The after dinner session nt the
Thorndike Hotel resolved Itself quite
naturally Into “shop talk," with sales
promotion as the paramount topic.
Reports brought from the various
fields showed a continued outlook for
activity in general construction.

The Public Library lawn «• the
first to take on its full bit of summer
green glory.
Considerable interest is menitested
in the appearance of the siren wiiich
is daily expected.
It will bo in
stalled nt the corner of Spring and
Main streets and will give warnfng

cident.
Some wild rumors gained circula
tion
yesterday
afternoon
concerning
Boots, Shoes, Clothing
Six trips a week is the schedule cut
the danger of an explosion of tlie
out foe the steamsl. ps Camden and
Limerock street powder magazine
Belfast, commencing today.
Tha
Ijan
due to a grass fire.
Chemical 2
Camden will he commanded by Capt.
furnish the■ Memorial
Day music in handled the fire and there whs no
Me
Charles Crockett of Winterport,
Camden in the forenoon.
explosion. As a matter of fact such
while the Belfast will be In charge of
fire could cause no real danger.
Capt. A. E. Hawley of Hampden
Assistant Postmaster Henry C.
Highlands.
Capt. George A. Sawyer
Chatto and Postal Clerk George T.
While on his recent Boston visit
of Belfast acting as alternate on the
Stewart are having their vacation James J. O'Hara was offered the po
two boats.
The steamers will leave
from the Post Office.
sition of organist at the Fenway
for Boston every night excepting
Theatre, being selected from 20 ap
Sunday at 9 o'clock, daylight, ar.4
Captain Ralph W. Brown and plicants on the recommendation of
up-riyr every morning except Mon
Lieuts. Harrison P. MacAlman and the present organist, who is regarded
day nt 6 o’clock daylight.
There
Francis Saville will attend arf offi as the foremost picture house player
will he corresponding service on til*
cers' school and conference in Port in Boston, and has resigned to accept
Bluchill and Bar Harbor lines.
a ixjsltlon in Chicago. Mr. O'Hara's
land Saturday and Sunday.
application was made subj«ct to his
Every child who has reached
Claremont Commandery is planning present engagement with the Strand
the age of three months should
Theatre.
Mr.
Dondis
found
It
Impos

an outing for St. John’s Day, the mat
have a teaspoon of orange Juice
ter being in the hands of a commit sible to release him at this time, so
dally; this should be gradually In
tee comprising C. II. Duff, H. B. Rob Rockland will continue at least for
creased to a tablespoon at the end of
another year to enjoy the playing of
inson
and
Dr.
R.
W.
Bickford,
who
the first and durng the second year,
Something decidedly different in
this brilliant young artist.
will
report
next
Monday
night.
Rocklad Red Crosa.
the line of trade demonstrations was
given at the W. H. Glover Co. office
The
B.
and
P.
W.
Club
are
having
Mysterious actions at the Northend
when L. W. Marsh and L. H. Green of
...
" t:,.....
the Boston office of the Johns-Man- last night were the cause of sending another popular dance at Temple
■ 1655
hall,
Friday,
Mny
16.
—
adv.
55-57
Vllle Co. showed and told the Glover the police patrol and a detail of Rock
crews and many Interested citizens land's “finest" to that locality. The
^MemorialsAS
the whys and wherefores of asbestos excitement was found to be due to
shingles. The plan was to introduce a citizen's late hour efforts in fumi
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
the rigid asbestos shingle, laid over gating his house.
WALDOBORO, ME.
THE
THEATRE
AROUND
the old roof, into this section. The
wmwbi
THE CORNER
Idea is not new but has not been
City Engineer L. Dow Jones was
satisfactorily applied until the appear in Damariscotta and New Harbor for
• BORN
Last Showing* Today
ance of the new shingle. Mr. Marsh two days this week. In New Harbor
Nash—Rockland, April 28. to Mr. and Mrs.
is a technical expert and showed the he inspected the Surf Casino, a mov
Burleigh C. Niu»ii, a son.—Robert Lawry.
men how to overcome al sorts of ob ing picture and dance hall. The safe
“MARRIED ~
stacles in ^putting on the shingles. ty of this building had been ques
—WITH-*The lion and the lamb rode to Au
Kinc-Coimcc —Union. May ♦». by Rev. E. S.
The men showed a great interest and tioned for a capacity of 600 people,
gusta together yesterday In the per Ufford. Wed 11. King of Mt. V union &ad
asked questions freely. Another in but Mr. Jones found It In good con
sons of Sheriff Thurston and Arthur Mrs. Edith Cotince of Union.
teresting angle was that of fire' re dition and capable of carrying 800
U. Patterson, who is seeking the Dem
DIED
AND
sistance. High temperatures were at people.
Huntley Rockland. May 5, Elizabeth M.,
ocratic nomination for sheriff. Clerk
tained by means of blow torches and
ALICE LAKE
of George F. Huntley, aged 65 years,
of Courts Griffin went along as chap widow
1 month, 8 dajs
Services Friday at 2
ordinary aabeBtos and rag-felt base
COMEDY
NEWS
The High School boys are grateful
erone, and C. D. Wentworth of the o’clock at Freewill Baptist church.
shingles Shrivelled, though prolonged to G. H. Blethen, George W. Smith
HVHey—Warren, May I. Elizabeth (Fogler),
State Police occupied the fourth seat
heat failed to ignite the new type. and Submaster Phillips who furnished
Friday>Saturday
of William A. Wiley.
to see that the speed limit was not wife
Small Lower Sunset. Deer Isle, April 28,
The demonstration was so practical motor transportation for Tuesday’s
broken. Chauffeur Dimirk proved a Sarah .1. Small, aged 92 years.
and so interesting that laymen as well game in Orono. E. R.'Veazie drove
Richards—Al on began, May 1, Leonard
conservative driver, however.
as carpenters saw It to the end.
Richards, aged SI years.
the postmaster’s car and “Doc" Ames
Folios Troy, N. Y., March 23. Mrs. John
was at the helm in Mr. Phillips' car.
County CommissionaC A. U. Patter E Folios (Miss Ruby Nutt of Rockport)
Brethren from the Ttockland Valley Any car owner willing to take the
son, Chairman Copeland of the aged 26 years.
Taylor Hope. May I, Calvin C. Taylor,
will confer the 2lst degree (Patri boys along once In a while will please
Thomaston board of selectmen and aged
41 years. S months. 22 days.
arch Noachlte) at the Maine Consist notify Phil Rounds.
Chairman Hilt of the Warren board
Lord Brookline, Mass., May 4, Herbert
ory meeting in Portland Friday, May
Lord,
formerly of East Waldoboro.
of selectmen wero In Augusta yester
Richards—Camden. May 5, Rowena, widow
16, at 4 p. m. The principals of the
Dr. Neil A. Fogg is moving into
day, in conference with the State of Sylvanus Richards.
dramatis personae are: Lieutenant hts attractive new residence on Sum
Highway Commission and Chief En
Commander, Count of Westphalia, mer street.
CARO OF THAMKS
For the past year he
Dazzling Romance of the Younger
gineer Paul D. Sargent, relative to
nW7 to
We wish to express our sincere thank,
Albert I. Mather (33 degrees); Count has been occupying the Walker
Sot
the construction of the Mill River the doctors, nurses and orders for the many
Reinfred of Loegria,
James A. Brewster house on
Maple street
Oyster
River
and
Wadsworth
street
acts of tlnughtfuiuess H. L. Tljomaa re
—Also—
Richan; Carl, secretary to Count which will be tenanted by Its owner
bridges in Thomaston. It whs decided ceived while ill at Knox -Hnapital.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Llewellyn Thoraai and
"THE FAST EXPRESS"
Reinfred, Harry L. Richards; Adolph as soon as it is vacant.
Mr. Brews
to build, hut probably not more than family.
Chapter Three
4he Saxon, Knight ' Baronet. Rev, ter will move from the Curtis-Hatch
one of them this teason.
Vinalhaven, May 7.
•
Walter S. Rounds; Richard of Eng house at the Southend, which, in turn
land, King, Frederick E. Mathews; will be occupied by the Curtis family.
Attendorf, Baron of Rheda, Wilmer J.
Dorman; Isador, a Count of Bohemia,
The game between Belfast High
Frank F. Graves; Thaddeua, a Count and Rockland High, on the Broadway
of Poland, 'Morris L Slugg; Philippe Athletic Field Saturday afternoon will
Augustus of France, King, James F. begin at 3 o’clock. Belfast is sending
Burgess; Alphonso VIII of Castile, down a large delegation to back its
King, Ahra W. Gregory; Fernando, a team, including the entire Senior
Count of Italy, James E. Stevens; class. This will be Rockland's last
Knud VI, King of Denmark, Albert gamo before tackling Thomaston High
Oat Meals...................... 10c per roll
Polly Chromes............... 20c per roll
L. Briggs; Eric of Denmark, Knight in the league series, and the fans
of the Guards, Franklin iR. Kedlon; will have a chance to size up the
I lot of Papers for all rooms 8c per roll, with Straight and Cut Border*
Knight of Finances, Homer E. Robin chances of Coach Jones’ outfit. Mean
Varnished Tiles, 20 cents per roll
son; Knight of Chancery, Edward R. time don't forget to Invest In a sea
Veazie; Knight Recorder, Carjton E. son ticket. That will help inspire the
Morse; Grand Warden, James F. boys. Now that Belfast has a new
Carver; Halberdiers,
Warren C. High School building which will be
[King and Frank E. Doten; Court At ready very soon, athletics there have
tendant!, Robert A. Ham and Walter taken a brace. Belfast is playing
AT THE NORTHEND
E. Smart; Herald, Charles Schon- Morse and many other good schools
land; Attendant® of King Richard, thia season and although the team is
We are the ones who sell Barrelled Sunlight—also the home of Masury Paint*
Charles A- Neal: Venerable Seere green It expects to give Rockland a
tary, Charles H. Duff.
hard fight.

EMPIRE

REGINALD
DENNY

n

) PORTERHOUSE STEAK AND ROASTS 43c
> SIRLOIN STEAK AND ROASTS.................. 37c
“ " ■
) BONELESS .......................................... 42c and 47c
WASTF-LF-SS HAMS are the most economical and delicious part of
a pig yet discovered. Try Some.
ROLLED CORNS) BEEF . ............................. ............................ 7c
FRUfTS,

VEGETABLES AND

GREEN

"SPORTING
YOUTH”

STUFF

CANDY

GREAT REDUCTION IN 1923 GOODS

ASSORTED MINTS, Lb............... 29c; 5 Lb BOXES............ $1.25
MAILLARD’S CHOCOLATE PEPPERMINT & CHECKERMINTS
Pound............................. 39c; 5 pound box............................... $1.50
These are about one-half the regular price

,

FISH ARE DELICIOUS—MACKEREL, HALIBUT, HADDOCK

B (3 ’ § ser'"ce
SEEDS

ROCKLAND

Bryant Washburn

66*58

-

STREET,

C. F. SNOW, Mayor.

“THE LOVE TRAP”

22 Masonic Street, Rockland

FRANK ROFFA
33 ELM STREET, - - CAMDEN

ALL THE

tacles on the tide of the street.

George C. Morrison of Boston, a
well known traveling man who used
to "make” Rockland in former years,
was a guest at the Thorndike Hotel
Ralph K. Oxton, formerly of Thom
the first of the week.
aston, is now secretary and manager
of the Lewiston-Auburn Credit As
“Ship Ahoy !” the Masonic produc sociation, located in Room 20,14-Llstion which is to hnve a three-day run bon street, Lewiston.
The purpose
at Park Theatre this month, is an of the organization is to promote
Acme Theatrical Producing Co. show better credit standards for credit
and will be personally directed by seekers and to further the credit
Edward F. Murray who had the big granting by finding those worthy.
cast together for the first time Tues The organization also has an adjust
day night.
Mr. Murray with Al ment department which takes care of
Hayes has directed the very success overdue accounts. “We will be glad.'
ful series of Minstrel Follies staged writes Mr. Oxton. “to be of any assist
the past winter In Camden. Warren, ance that we may to any of your lo
Vinalhaven and in this city.
cal merchants In giving ratings on
people who may perhaps ccme tc
It is a most wolcome report which Rockland from our community or in
comes from Louis W. Flckett—that looking up any who have seemed' ap
the Maine Music Co. will resume parent 'skips' from Rocklahd that
tenants yn
ulq like.business just as soon as evidences of the merchants
ycjuld
Jor.,4 I
—-r
UirdavTs. .ftss- dsmsgw have lOfrnatii
removed.
The firm had one of
been ren
nd Playdcs. The repcrtoi»e of the finest stores of Its kind in this
The last open foruL .
the company Will*include many of the Slate, and it is altogether to the the season, under the au.c
latest Broadway successes, and it is credit of the proprietors that two dis Chamber of Commerce, will
also the Intention of the management astrous fires have not swerved them brated May 16, when the members
to" present a number of brand new from their determination to “carry will hear one of the beet speakers in
plays which will be produced in New- on." The fire losses were being ad the East. Tom Hicks, director of the
justed yesterday.
York early In the fall.
research department of Filene’s in
Boston, will deliver his famous talk
on 12 things for the merchant to do
in 1924. Mr. Hicks has appeared ‘be
fore the Ibest Chambers of Commerce
and business men’s clubs all over the
country during the last year, and this
particular talk has “gone over big.”
Every merchant and business man in
Rockland should hear him. as he will
be here only once. Mr. Grlest, who
appeared here a short time ago, and
made such a hit, highly recommends
Mr. Hicks and states that he Is one
of the most brilliant men of the coun
try actively engaged in business.

GRADUATION SUITS

MAIN

3-Price Sale

homes.

Cantilever
^Shoe

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 12

The Woman's Auxiliary of Wins
low-Holbrook Post will meet at the
Legion rooms Friday afternoon at 1.30
A sample of the feather pictures
to attend the funeral t>f Mrs. George made by the Aztec Indians of Mexi
Huntley
at
Littlefield
Memorial co, attracts a deal of admiring atten
church.
tion in Carlton E. Morse’s display
window.
Samuel 11. Doe of Rockland High
lands fell from a loft in his barn
Kate Claxton, who became famous
Monday and struck across a horse's in the role of Louise, the blind girl, in
crib on the middle of his back.
He the "Two Orphans.” was found dead
was attended by Drs. McBcath and at her home iir New Y’ork Tuesday.
Bartlett.
She appeared In Farwell Opera House
many years ago.
When Fred S. March wants to go
to his summer home in Jefferson
Renewing his subscription—one of
nowadays all he has to do is to step those
always-prompt
fellers—E.
on the juice of his new 'Willys-Knight Clyde Thomas, now of 66 Lyon street.
ear and he’s there almost before he Pawtucket, R. I., adds t$is myster
knows it.
iously worded defiance: ”1 callate I
can trim any of the Mayors—is, hasThe return dates for “Little Old beens or would-be—at golf.”
Let
New York” at Strand Theatre have him bring his clubs along.
His
been announced. The famous picture case shall have proper attention.
will be seen May 23 and 24. "I have
seen it twice and I am going again,"
According to information received
rejnarked one fan.
from New York this week, Portland
,V. B. WiiHsipson of .t^gl^ta, who is to have a summrr season of stock
<W. 1
at the Jefferson Theatre beginning
hass leased Oakland 7r ‘^k
June 30. The organization is being
ning summer, Was here t'S
fuited under tile banner of Joseph
the wqek getting PJ
v

vi

co-operation of all in order to establish our reputation for well kept

The hands are strong, capable and
untiling because they have freedom
to work and to move. Youi- feet will
he comfortable and tireless, too, if
you change from ordinary stiffarched footwear to the freedom of
the flexible-arch Cantilever Shoe.
Walking becomes a true pleasure in
Cantilevers; they give welcome com
At the City Council meeting Mon ic .’t to men and women who must be
day night the following appointments or. tl eir feet a great deal.
of special police w<re confirmed:
The natural, graceful lines cf the
W. T. Richardson, Charles Wey
mouth, Elbridge L. Orbeton, Fred L.
Cheyne, William E. Hodgkins, Guy
Stockbridge, Fred M. Blackington.
George Williams and iH. K. Muffin.
Carroll Cole was appointed lire po
lice.
• '

—AND—

The assault case against Frank W.
Crandon of Rockport did not ma
terialize, the complainant falling to
put in appearance.
Mr. Crandon
was discharged.

n

412

Therefore, having full confidence in the civic pride of our citizens,

I set apart the week of May 12th, as CLEAN-UP WEEK, and ask tha

Chemical 2 was called to Rankin
street yesterday morning to subdue a
grass fire, which resulted when Adella
F. Veazie’s modest bonfire got 'be
yond control. No damage was done,
but the fire had begun to assume a
very threatening aspect when the de
partment arrived.
»
■■ ■
Knox county jail is minus two
boarders this week, Alfred Orcutt of
Vinalhaven, who is recuperating from
an appendicitis operation at Silsby
Hospital; and Rufus Moore, who was
taken to the same institution Tuesday
suffering from a severe shock. His
condition is regarded as critical.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

The Black and White minstrels,
that was given by Rockport *High
School lost Friday will be repeated In
Unions at Town hall Friday, May
16th.

‘

appearance.

All hand tailored and materials that are different.

MAY BALL

Before you insure your automobile
be sure you learn about “The First
and Only Policy of Its Kind In Amer
ica."
George Roberts & Co.. Inc..
10 Limerock Street. Rockland, Maine.
■—adv.
54-72

DEPARTMENT STORE

of fire, and furthermore give* our premises a cluttered and untidy

Stanley R. Cushing from Battery F,
Coast Artillery Corps. Thomaston, to
the National Guard Reserve:

Do Valois Commandery, K. T., of
Vinalhaven has accepted an invitation
to be the guest of Trinity Comman
dery in Augusta, St. John’s Day.

Mrs. Jarley will be present at
Pleasant Valley Grange hall next
Wednesday evening with her "wax
Aggers,” and chaperoned by Mystic
Rebekah Lodge of Warren. A de
lightful entertainment is promised.
The cast: "The Famous Mrs. Jarley," Ida Stevens; "John,” Seldon
Robinson; Wax Figgera and Kitchen
Band, members of Mystic Rebekah
Ledge. Previous to the entertain
ment a public supper will be served
at 6.30. This entertainment was re
cently given two nights in Glover
hall, with a full house each night.

less it is removed it becomes a menace to health, increases the danger

The city teams will collect rubbish that is placed in proper recep

These coats are strictly hand tailored, and there is
nothing better made.
I
We shall be pleased to have you look at them anyway.
Some with fur collars and some plain. All sizes.

Albert G. Packard is acting as jani
tor of Park and Empire Theatres for
the time being.

FwasWrT’.
iby
fflliams anil w. F. WymuV of Au"Bsta and P. F. Bonders of Lewiston.

I MONTO

Rubbish is bound to accumulate in and about our homes and un

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED IN OUR COAT DE
PARTMENT, SECOND FLOOR

Did you ahe the transit of Mercury
yesterday afternoon?
<

.

Page fhre*

FERTILIZERS

BERRY BASKETS

STILL

GOING

ON

THE C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE-- -- -- -- -

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8, 1924.
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AROUND THE PLANT

U.S.Koyal Cords

News Concerning Busy Lime
Industry,

Cribbed

From

Double-Header Bulletin.

A WORLD-FAMOUS SIX

Why Experiment
With Your Health
For seventy-three years in
thousands of homes constipa
tion and biliousness have been
relieved by

Five Kilns

The kilns are all on hard rock.
Barge Rockville made a clean-up
by loading 2185 barrels selecttd.
John Flagg and Eddie Snow, trim
mers, have transferred from the
JJJERE’S the standard of value in
Point to this shed.
Made of imported herbs of pur
cord tire equipment—made in
Fred Townsend and Harry Gray
est quality, pleasant to take,
have transferred from 1 to 3, in ex
mild in action and effective.
all high'pressure sizes from 30 x 3’/2
change with Martin Ingerson and
Charles Boardman.
inches up and in Balloon-Type for
Charles Boardman received hand
those who want low-pressure tires
injury lost week while barring down
“I would not be without it,”
kiln. It kept him from work several
says Flora Desaults, Worcester,
and don’t want to change wheels and
Mass. At first signs of constipa
days.
tion. when eyes and head
List week 14 orders for safety first
rims. Also U. S. Royal Cord Balloon
trouble you, tongue is coated
shoes went from this shed, all but
and stomach is out of order,
two of the crew ordering a i«ir from
Tires for 20, 21 and 22 inch rims.
ward off serious illness caused
Mr. Kelsey of the store stock de
by constipation by taking Dr.
partment.
AU made of latex treated cords
True’s Elixir. Family size $1.20;
Production figures for week of
other sizes 60c and 40c.
—a new and patented process of the
April 26 were: No. 2, 1089; No. 3.
three days 524%; No. 4. 1164. For Successfully used for over 73 year!
United States Rubber Company—
the week of May 3 No. 1 had 1057%;
2, 1036%: 3. 1101; 4. 4074.
that adds great strength and wearing
News of the death of Charles Pea
quaUty.
body. which ocourred April 26, wae
place of Fred Townsend who has
received with expression of sorrow
gone to the Five Kilns.
I by his former fellow workmen. He
Frank Childs of the No. 3 crew is
I had been ill at his home since last
U. S. Tires are the only
taking i rest while the kiln is out.
fall.
Adam Cristo of the crew is jobbing.
made of
New jobbers arriving in are: Win
Production figures for the week of
fred
Hurd,
who
transferred
from
the
raw rubber latex
April 2’> wc t. No. 1, *245%; 2.
gas kilns. I. J. Putnam from South
Hi.' -i. 3 .our days and flll-^u; 746:
Thomaston, Horatio Flagg, and Gus
li . 1161: ,i t’tal of 4'5C2 for
King from the Point as spare kiln
the f:ul weei kill’s, ar.d an av.-rug?
man and jobber.
of 1134% barrels pel K la for the
No. 3 kiln went afire April 21, and
we ll
For the w'-ek f May 3. No
is to l,e operated by the crew from 1 had ?186%;’ 2. 11)91; ,. 1■ •>. 5.
No. 4 kiln. The new crew on No. 4
]?<.' a total < f 4f2«. and an av rape
are:
Martin Ingerson. from the
of 1157 barrels per kiln.
All of
Walker stevedore crews; Charles
wliiea is a good high .stirag- for
Buy U. S. Tires from
Boardman
from
the
Walsh
kid s . larang on soft ro <
crews; Charles Blake, from his farm
Northei.d Coopj- Sh.p
in South Thomaston, who worked
1‘1'. ip Bur .« hnj i •.•tinned from
here
last
year.
23 TILLSON AVE,--- - ROCKLAND, ME.
wlieie ho dink
s-.-'ond raBanNo. 1 kiln went afire April 25, with d: "i ;i\atm.-nt fi”- je ' tr. iihli.
TELEPHONE 4 W
the following crew: Fled Townsend,
The production schedule has been
from No. 1 kiln at the Point, who illel i , .-•1 from 109' to 1200 barrels
made the shift so that he could have
per jy, starring May 1.
a day run; Harry Gray, who has been
Quarries
fishing during the winter; John.NysSOUTH HOPE
EAST UNION
PLEASANT POINT
Edgar M rse Is working with the
trom, who has suspended fishing op
crusher crew.
Miss Helen Meservey of North Ap erations on account of the low price
Mrs. C. M. Payson spent Sunday
Charles Bucklin, who has been
The main line track is being graded
of
fish.
pleton is’ teaching here in place of
and relined by a Tibbetts section
away on a beam trawler all winter, with her mother, Mrs. Julian Snow,
Hydrate
Mills
Mrs. Marion Campbell, resigned.
in South Thomaston.
crew.
has returned home
Donald Perry returned to Appleton
The “stock shtd" has been cleared
Mrs. Grace Rees accompanied by
Clyde Fuller is dumping at Cobb 1,
A. F. Morse & Son launched from Miss Smith of Providence, It. I., have Higt Monday after being a victim of of land lime.
in place of James Cates, out with
their shop recently a 27 foot power been recent guests of John Goff.
mumps the past two weeks.
April was a busy month at the hund injury.
boat for Kiley W. Davis. The boat is
Andrew Brown a former resident mills. During the month 176 cars
About 85 couples attended the
The South Thomaston trio has re
equipped with a 10 horse power Hart dance here last Saturday night.
of this place and now living in have l>een loaded.
turned. Harvey Crowley is in hal'd
ford engine and promises to be a
Mrs. Mary Payson has returned Massachusetts with his son. has been
New process lime from the mill is rock 1. Fred Luscomb in hard rock
speeder.
front a visit with relatives in Dam visiting his old neighbors the past being tried out in various ways in 4, and Roy Wiggin in Cobb 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Ames of North ariscotta ar.d Portland.
week.
the rebuilt tenement building in
The crew of hard rock 1 got to
Waldoboro were recent guests at F.
L. H. Perry of Lincolnville was a Rockport belonging to the company. work in the quarry again last week,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Young are mov
6. Stone’s.
ing into the V. A. Torrey house.
caller at Willow Brook, at the home
Earl Haskell returned to work last after being out several days on ac
Mrs. Huldah Stone Is visiting her
W. S. Lothrop is visiting his daugh of his parents Sunday.
week after an absence of th^ee weeks, count of overflow of water in quarry.
son Charles and family at Port Clyde. ter, Mrs. Shirley Bogal, in Water
en eonThe community sincerely regrets | during which time he
James Cates, dumper at Cobb 1, re
Charles Bucklin is driving a new ville.
bronchial ceived severe finger injury April 29.
the death of Mrs. Milton Hobbs and'flne4 to his home
Holman Robbins of South Union sympathy is extended to the bereaved trouble.
Dodge coupe.
when a drag swung around in a car
The Easter concert which was held was a Sunday caller of Mrs. R. Rob family. especially to her sister, Jose
Daylight saving broke ’em all up and caught his fingers between the
in the schoolhouse April 20 was a bins. He leaves Monday morning, ac phine. for the ties of sisterly love out at Morman corner, no one ap
drag and car post.
success in every way. The little folks companied by Harold Moore for a were very close between them. She pearing from that locality until Mon
Rockport
did their parts in a very pleasing motor trip to Oakland, Md., where will feel her loss keenly.
day noon, when Bobby blew In inThe O. P. wood burning kiln went
they will be guests at the home of
manner.
This place was visited Sunday j quiring what time it was
afire April 23.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Haag of North Mr. Weston, a former superintendent afternoon by a series of showers of
Elmer Keating is trimming in the
Lime Rock Railroad
Wales, Pa., are in this place for a of the Knox Railroad Co. They will thunder, rain and hail.
Fred Titus of the section crew is ill Enterprise shed.
visit many places of interest before
few days on business.
Grass is starting well but the
The trestle appr ach to the old
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of West returning home.
weather has held so cold and wet that with neuritis in arm.
Fay Strong of the repair shop bps Mar;|n kiln is to be taken down.
Roxbury, Mass., are spending two
Mrs. Lucius Leach of Camden called no planting has been attempted.
Alternating shifts are bping had on
been out since April «25., He ii
weeks at their place here, which is on old friends at this place recently.
ithss-p P. kiln until repairs are finwith shingles at his
known as “Faraway Farm.” Their
NQ^tti WALDOBORO /iqve.
ije pets, rnS liar6n,beiUl?d
which were
.Wt-.Hn gejiS-tfiil.- .A-.*-, tor
Charles Halstead, wl
Mrs. Fred Calderwood has re the section for several we
/new house is one of the best in town. you have heard how $1.00 bought
Aiming the refuse from
$2500.
George
Roberts
&
Co.,
Inc,
turned
home
from
the
village.
1 A new barn is to be built this sum
we machine room.
gone to Camden to work.
10
Limerock
Street,
Rockland,
Mrs.
Josephine
Shuman
of
Feyler
’
s
mer. The farm is carried on by their
•Charles Jenkins has Bill Price’s
It is rumored that a new sect
54-72
Corner was a weekend guest of her motor car ls
be added to the
son, A. R. Carle, who is one of the Maine.—adv.
aee as first assistant to Rufl.?, Bill
brother, George Eugley.
town’s
most enterprising young
ment. The one now in use is some having transferred to Ad Payson's
D. O. Stahl returned from Camden what erratic in its action.
farmers. He already haw 1000 chick
two-horse tpain.
Saturday.
ens out, has peas and potatoes plant
What is known as the Martin kiln
A fill is being had at the culvert
ed, and is to plant sweet corn this
Mi ai.d Mrs Fred \ annah of the, nOrth of the office and a stone retain - shed is being taken down by a Walsh
village spent Sunday at G. B. Wal ing wall is in process of construction crew. A lot of useful timber will be
week.
ter’s.
Ijesiie Seavey and Roger Creamer
from that point toward the machine obtained from it.
Mrs. Eva Miller of Everett, Mass., shop.
left last week for Bong Island, N. Y.,
Pet kilns 7, 8 and 9 went out for
spent a few days last week with her
where they are to spend thesummer
Jesse Smith, engineer on the Soutli- repairs last week. A mason’s crewgrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William;I end train, is off duty on -account of arrived last Wednesday morning and
, on a yacht.
Flanders.
Mrs. Fannie Morse, who is 73 years
THfflotcrigy j 3
i the serious illness of Mrs. Smith’s began repairs on No. 7.
L. A. Burgess is spending a few
| of age, has just completed a fine
Lighter Berwick, fresh from the
j mother. Frederick Waltz is substi
days with his sister, Mrs. W. H.
hooked rug for Mrs. Allen of MiddleCamden dry dock where repairs had
tuting for Mr. Smith.
□
Walter at Feyler’s Corner.
town, Conn. The rug contains the
Engine 5 has completed repairs and been made, loaded Jacobs and No. 1
G. B. Walter made a business trip
picture of Mrs. Morse's home which
is out of the shop, where It has been for Rockland la«t Wednesday.
to
Warren
Saturday.
was marked out with a pencil on a
R. & R. Relief Association
for the |>ast two weeks. A change
Mrs. D. O. Stahl is home from Ed
piece of burlap by her son Ferdinand.
At the May meeting of the associa
has been made in the throttle move
win
Miller
’
s.
The green grass, trees, flowers, blue
tion held Monday evening the direc
A. W Winchenbach and Virgil ment, making it much easier to tors were authorized to lease the
sky and the moon were all of Mrs.
handle,
and
a
different
brake
ar

Morse each have a new Ford.
Morse’s own design. The rug is made
rangement will greatly improve that small K of P. hall for one year. Very
F. L. Teague and family of War
of all worsted yarn in a variety of
moderate terms were made by the K.
part of operation.
ren and Mr. and Mrs. Reverde Carcolors. It is well worth seeing.
The Modern Wall Finish
of P. trustees for the use of this
A
new
coal
pocket
is
in
process
of
i 11 of Union were Sunday guests of
Sunday was a most enjoyable day
construction between the roundhouse centrally located hall.
Mellotone is the modem finish
Mr. and Mrs. W, F. Teague.
for Julian Young when his children,
The treasurer's report showed a
for living room, dining rocm
grandchildren and other relatives
Frank Teague made a business trip and repair shops. It will be 82 feet balance In his hands of $291.19. mak
by 36 feet, with a concrete base and
and bedroom walls. It maker a
to Union Monday.
came and spent the day with him to
A track trestle will extend ing the total association fund $191.19.
warm, softly radiant finish
help him celebrate his 76th birthday.
Next Sunday being Mothers’ Sun floor.
Benefits paid during the month
’that is permanent, sanitary
day, special services will be held at along the northern side of pocket amounted to $60, in the following
Mr. Young's sister, Mrs. Delia Cathe M. E. church. Everybody is in from which coal will be dumped, the amounts:
zallis, who is 80 years of age, was
and washable. It can be ap
$30, $23.14, $6.86. Five
cars coming in from the main track
vited to attend.
among the guests. A bountiful din
plied onany paintable surface,
above the roundhouse.
This new members were reported on the sick
Maple
Grange
conferred
the
third
ner was served by Mrs. Leslie O.
covers a large area, hides per
list.
and fourth degrees Thursday night. track will connect a line running in
Young and all enjoyed a day long to
fectly—and, because it is so
The association now has 138 mem
to
repair
shops,
so
that
cripples
can
Visitors
from
White
Oak
Grange
be remembered.
bers in good standing.
lasting, is unusually econom
be
taken
in
at
that
part
of
the
shop,
were
present
The I’leasant Point Improvement
ical to use.
doing away with the shifting proc
Society is still giving it» Friday even
ess now had.
ing entertainments. I-ast week there
NORTH WASHINGTON
Gregory
was an especially large attendance.
After the usual program cake and ice
Ten kilns are now in operation.
M. W. Lenfest has exchanged his
cream was served and ever $16 was
New bands have been placed on
old ear for a new one.
taken in. It has only been a year and
•t lyde Tilson of Belgrade Lakes was kilns 1, 2, 7 and 9.
a half since the society was organ
Hearths at kilns 9, 10 and 11 have
in this place on business Saturday.
ized yet it has $714 in the treasury.
been enlarged by the putting in of
Mrs.
Linda
Cunningham
of
East
Let us tell you more about
At the last town meeting the town
Palermo called on friends here Sun overhead roof supports and removal
voted to give this part of the town
Mellotone and our paint
of posts.
day.
$500 toward building a piece of State
service.
Edmund Stevens from Belfast
W. A. Palmer has accepted a posi
road and that with what there is in
tion with the Thomas Lumber Co. at came on last week as Jobber and
the treasury will build quite a piece
spare kiln man. He was formerly
CLEANS AS IT POLISHES
Sherman’s Corner, Liberty.
of good road. The people of Pleasant
Edward Jones of Lewiston has been employed on the old Perry kilns.
H. H. CRIE CO.
Point are hustlers and are to keep on
Sheds
Water, Makes Automobile
Kiln 5 lost its position as leaden the
visiting his aunt, Mrs. W. L. Leighor.
with the entertainments until there
Tops, Waterproof, Water Cannot
week
of
April
26.
when
No.
3
headed
ROCKLAND, ME.
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs.
are good roads the whole length of
Wash It Off. Protects Varnish and
F. W. Cunningham and daughter the list with 1185, No. 5 being second
,the town. Next Friday night there
all Metal Parts of Autos. Albapol
Lelia made an auto trip to Augusta with 1109%, No. 6 third with 1092%.
will be icecream and cake. The pub
is non-inflammable and a solvent
Saturday.
Point
lic is invited.
for hard grease; will not scratch
The many friends of II. F. Evans
All the kilns are on soft rock.
white.
will be glad to know he is very nice
Bulk, with some selected, is the
ly this spring ’n his new home at schedule.
FOR SALE BY
North Whitefield.
John Fiagg, trimmer, has gone to
Veazie Hardware Co., Rockland
Charles Smalley of Union visited the Five Kilns.
Motor Mart, Moody’s Garage, M.
his brother Warren last Sunday.
Masons 'began repair work on No. 3
B. & C. O. Perry, Rockland Hard
kiln Monday.
ware Co., Fireproof Garage, Rock
Barge Rockville cleaned the shed
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
land; Curtis Hardware Co., Cam
lQ6 Pleasant Street
Glenwood Hopkins went to Vassal- of selected by loading 5379 barrels.
den.
Schooner
Eldora
from
down
Millboro Sunday, where he will have
bridge
way
landed
a
cargo
of
staves
employment driving a team on the
last week.
State road.
Ezra Savage, who was on No. 5 kiln
Willard Cooper is working for S. L.
VINALHAVEN, ME.
Bartlett building an addition to his last year, is on No. 1, taking the
46-69
house. Mr. Bartlett is also having
Telephone 244-W.
some repair work done inside, with
e-o-d-tf-117
L. W. Bartlett as boss.
There is muoh sickness among the
Vacations are often
*
children In this vicinity, causing the
spoiled by soreness re
attendance at school to be rather
AND
small a part of the time.
sulting from outdoor
Mis. Clyde Tillson of Belgrade
games. A good massage
Likes will hold a service at the
with Vicks often gives
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor
chapel Sunday at 10.30. All those
surprising relief.
who heard Mrs. Tillson last summer
MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
will be glad to see her back again.
All Films Hand Developed
—AND DEALERS IN—
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Watts sympathize with them
Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
in the loss of their infant daughter
who was a victim of bronchial pneu
29-Th-tf
LINDSEY STREET
monia and died April 28. Interment
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY
Oixy 17 Million Jar» Uud Yearly
was in the family lot in Union.

UNITED

STATES

TIRES

ARE

GOOD

TIRES

1

Dr.TruesEli:

AT

$1045!

"C

Scientifically balanced,
holds the road at allspeed!.
All-steel body. One-piece
windshield. Luxurious,
genuine leather cushions,
10 inches deep. Cowl
lights. Standard non-skid
cord tires.

The True Family Laxative

in the world
solutioned in

tires
cords

GEORGE M. SIMMONS

Well lend you a car
to compare with other cars at near its price
HIS is an offer to anyone who is con
sidering the purchase of a car in the
$1000 field.
We invite you to take out a Studebaker
Light-Six model for the sake of comparing
it with other cars at near its price. This
without obligation to buy.
Every maker advances claims for his car.
Some arc fair, some superlative; some are
borne out by facts, others not

T

You've been told this car, that car or
another is “just ns good'’ as this famous
Studebaker model. Now find out for your
self. That’s the only way to buy lasting
satisfaction.
♦
*
♦
When you try this Studebaker Light-Six,
you will find an engine c? remarkable power

LIGHT-STX
5-F.ur.

//J-ueIF.C.

-iOIl.r.

and flexibility—an L-head engine designed
ar.d built by Studebaker; noted for its quiet
and smooth operation; free from vibration
because its crankshaft and connecting rods
are machined on all surfaces, an exclusive
Studebaker feature on cars at this price.
You will find surprising ease of handling,
unusual comfort, roorilinesa, obvious refine
ments and all the visible signs of a quality
tar. You will find low price its only con
trasting feature.

*

//9 ft. IZ.fi.

B I G . S I X

T.mu

mcc: your

126-in. IF. R 60 H. P.
Touring ••••••• $1750

7-Paa.

50 H. P.

Touring
HHillUg • • • • • • $1045 Touring ••••••• $14-5
Roadster
(3 -Pass.). • . .• 10Z5
10-5 RosuUer
Roc.d.^er (2-Pass.)
(2-Pass.).• .• .. . 1400
Roadster(3-PaM.)
Coupe-Roadster (--Paas.) . 1195 ~
t
1893
Coupe (5-P«m.).................... IM Coupe (S-.’ktfc) . . . .
1965
1465
Sedan
Sedan

(AU prices f. c. L.

e

Buy no car at $500 or more without mak
ing this test. Don’t buy blindfolded.

SPECIAL-SIX
5 Paa.

*

Remember, Studebaker is the world’s larg
est quality car builder and thus is in position
to give you the utmost for the least.

Speedster (5-Pass.) • • • 1835
Coupe (5-Pass.) • • • • 2495
Sedan •••••••• 2685

convenience)

ROCKLAND GARAGE COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS

Park Street, Rockland.

Telephone 700

STUDEBAKER LIGHT-SIX - $1045
Mrs. Hilda Burkett entertained the W. \Y. tumid and pngntil their house for the sum
mer.
‘
t
CUSHING
Club Tuesday afternoon
The assessors arc at the town house this
mains of Lemuel L Caler who died
How about that dog license 7 After May
rere brought from the receiving tor
week making taxes.
10 the dog killer Is due.
Mrs. Grace Payson and Mrs. Hattie Coi
stun an<^ placed in the family
Everett Mason went to Rockland Monday
cemetery Tuesday
n-here be. ?i;ent theasught. _with Guy. .J?lint.vR land have re*umed frpm Thomaston
home^
Ml
and they left Tuesday Doming for
way. X H., where they will spend a week, j spent

AVOID WORRY!

ALBAPQL
AUTOMOBILE

—asp-

furniture POLISH

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT

PLUMBING

HEATING

Make your swamp land produce!I
RAINING swamps and marshes puts unpro
ductive land to work—fertile acres made to
pay their way.

D

Du Pont 50% or 60% straight dynamite blasts
drainage ditches easily, quickly and at lower cost,
Most farmers prefer du Pont. .They’ve found it
gives better results.

Let us figure with you on the cost of any ditching,
stump-blasting and tree-planting work that you
want to do. We carry stock; of du Pont dynamites
at all times and assure you of quick service.

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.
ROCKLAND,

L. C. SMITH & CO.

•ORE MUSCLES

DEVELOPING

y

NON-HEADACHE

MAINE

OBI

NON-FREEZING

Rockland Marble and Granite Works

VICKS
WV R
apo

ub

PRINTING

R. W. TYLER

E. L DU PONT DE NEMOURS C& CO., INC, HARVEY BLDO., BOSTON, MAS8.

u4o{

Mellotone-

Every-Other-Day

DELAY-PAINT

STONINGTON

TO-DAY

The Red Cross nurse gave a lec
ture to Fred Torrey's Sunday school
class of boys at his home Monday
evening.
Cards have been received announc
ing the engagement of Miss Mabelie
Andrews of Boston and Florlan G
Arey. formerly of Stonington. Maine.
Mr. Arey graduated from and taught
several successful terms in Stoning
ton High School. Hi is also a grad
uate from Colby College and studied
law at Harvard College. He has an
office on State street. Boston, where
h: has a large practice.
Mis. Madge Small is having re
pairs made to her house.
Little Arlene Eaton, daughter of
| Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baton, celebrated
I the fourth anniversary of her birth by
giving a party Tuesday.
Winfield Greenlaw went to Cam
den Wednesday to go on a yacht.
Dr. Hermon Small and brother
Philip of Portland came Wednesday
night to attend the funeral of their
mother, Mrs. Amos Small of Sunset.
Ert|est X. Smith came from X'ew
London, Saturday to spend his vaca
tion with his family.
Andrew Cedarholm of New London.
Conn., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. E.
Ernest Smith.
Mrs. Celia Parsons is working in
Philip Crockett’s store.
Dr. Raymond Clarke of Searsport
was in town Sunday.

DRUGGIST MADE
NO MISTAKE

WALDOBORO

Estate of Hattie A. Piper
MAINE CENTRAL RAILRpAD
Eastern Standard Time
NOTICE
Trains Leave Rockland fo.t
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
April 15, 1924, he was duly appointed exe
Augusta, A .’7 00 a. in , (7.30 a. m., (1.10 p.m.
cutor of tiie hist will and temaiaent of Hattie
Bangor, A f 7.00 a. in., (7 30 a. m., 11.10p. xn.
A Piper, late of Camden, In the County of
Boston. A J7-00 a.m.. t<’ :-0 a.ni., 11 • 10 p. xn.
Knox, deceased, wi-thout bond as the will
Brunswick,Aj7.00a.rn.. t7.30a'. in.. tl.lOp. xn..
directs, and on this date was qualitted to I 15.35 p. i
fill said trust.
Lewiston, A57.00a. m., |7.30 a. m., fl.10 p. ne.
All persons having demands against the
New York, tl.lOn. ni.
estate, are desired to present the same for
Portland, Aj7.00a. in., t7.30a. m., jl.lOp. in.,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re 15.35 p. m.
quired to make pavnient Immediately to
Waterville, Aj7 00 a.m./7.30a in.,fl.10p.m.
Woolwich, A j7.00 a.m., |7.30 a m., fl 10 p. m.
EKA.XAH E. BOYNTON,
Camden. Maine. 15.35 p. m.
April 1'.. 1924.
Aprll24 May-l-S
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool

Capt. John Bradford, Capt. Millard
Wade, Amos Oliver and William
Labe attended the meeting of the
Royal Arch Chapter in Damariscotta
Due to the fact that the trees for
Took Home the Right Stuff Monday evening.
ie reforesting demonstration could
O. H. Kimball has sold his farm
From the Store To Make
>t 'be obtained in April the demonat Kaler's Corner t,o John T. Burgess
rations hud to be postponed until
of Union. Kince Mr. and Mrs. Kim
Family Glad.
ay; also some of the spraying
ball have resided here they have been
with.
t Daily.except Sunday.
tmonstrations.
Follows a list of
of help in many ways to the com
I). C. DOVGLSSS,
M. L. HARRIS,
Estate of Lizzie E. Ccffln
4-27-24 V. 1‘. & Gea l Mgr. Gen’lPassenger Agt
aunty Agent Wentworth’s demonNOTICE
munity. They will be greatly missed
George II. Gardiner, manager of the in church work and musical circles.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
rations for the 'balance of the
s.
on April 15. 1924, she was duly appointed
G. I. Robinson Drug Co., of Thomas
onth.
Mr. and Mrs. Robie "Wylie have administratrix of the estate of Lizzie E. Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
ton, Me., writes the Priest Drug Com returned from Florida where they Coffin, late of Rockland, in the County of
#—Spraying demonstration, Harry
pany, Bangor. Me.:
Knox, deceased, without bond as the law
liler’s, Appleton.
have silent the winter.
directs, and on tills date was qualified to
"We think much of Priest’s Indiges
BANCOR LINE-SPRING SCHEDULE
10—(Reforesting
demonstration,
Mrs. J. T. Gay and Miss Anne Gay fill said trust.
tion Powder in our family. We have iare attending the meetings of the Li
All persons having demands against the
bester Coombs, Bristol.
STEAMSHIP BELFAST AND CAMDEN
used it quite freely for indigestion,
estate, are desired to present the same for
If—Reforesting demonstration John
Liave Roek’.and dahy except Sundays at
brary Extension Bureau at Gorham FeCtlenient, and all indebted thereto arc re
sour stomach and to prevent sick this w eek.
8 CO P M. (Standard Time) for Boston.
ndrews, Jefferson.
quired to make payment Immediately to
Return--Leave Boston, dally except Sun
headache,
and
it
never
tails
to
give
BLANCHE C MAXCY.
13—Reforesting demonstration, J,.
Wililam Belsky of New York has
at GOO P. M. (Daylight Saving Time).
prompt relief.
Rockland, Maine. days
. Stevens, Washington.
Leave
Ro. k.and, daily except Sundays at 5.00
been in town for a few days.
April 15. 1924.
April 24-\1ayl-8
Always
ready
to
recommend
it
to
A.
M.
(Standard ’l ime) Camden 5 45 A. M.;
15—iBoys' and Girls’ Club Work,
Major and 'Mrs. Harry M. Smith of
Belfast
7 15 A. M ; Bucksport 8 45 A M.;
others.
I
know
of
nothing
better.
”
remen, 1.30.
Estate of Mary Angeiinc Packard
Bangor were guests of Mrs. Helena
Winterport 9.15 A M.; Due Bangor 10 00 A.
NOTICE
15—Boys' and Girls' Club Work,
M.
M. Smith Sunday. Mrs. Lizzie Heyer
The aub’icrilxT hereby gives notice that
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion,
Return Leave Bangor, dally except Sun
nlon, 10.
Fiske of Bremen, has also been a on April 15, 1924. he was duly appointed days
2.00 P. i.M ; (Standard Time) for
Sour, Sick Stomach, Car Sickness,
administrator rtf the estate of Mary Ange’ine Bostonat and
18—Boys’ and Girls’ Club Work,
guest of Mrs. Smith.
way landings, due thc following
Heartburn
and
General
Hyperacidity
aukarxl,
late
of
Hope,
in
the
(
’
ounty
of
Iberty, 1.30.
Mr. and Mrs. James Williamson re Knox, deccAsed. and on this date,vas qual morning about 7.00 A. M
of the Stomach.
IT—Boys' and Girls’ Club Work,
ified to fill said trust by giving bond as thc
MT. DESERT A. BLUEHILL LINES
All druggists, 50c and $1.50. The turned from the South where tlr y law dlrecta
amden, 10.
EAR HARBOR LINE
$1.50 size holds five (5) times as have spent the winter, Friday.
All persons having demands against the
20—Milk testing meeting, Bunker
Robert Laite of Bangor was in estate, are desired to present the same for
Standard Time
much as the 50c size.
111.
settlement, and all indebted thereto arc reLeave Rock’and daily except Mondays at
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic town last week.
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to
71—Calls on top dressing grass
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Mrs. George H. Coombs is in Au
laxative f< r chronic constipation 25c
FUANK II MILLER.
west Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Seal Har
nd dems, Dresden.
Rockland. Maine. bor, due Bar Harbor 11 A M.
and 75c. If your dealer does not gusta this week.
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April24 May I S
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nd dems, N. Edgeeomb.
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for you or send direct to Priest Drug ,’f'en a recent guest of her sister,
Estate
of
Elizabeth
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Peasley
landings.
OUR house needs painting every few
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e. Parcel
W- A VthH.e- . _ . .
NOTICE
Co.. Bangui, Me.
Parcel Post
Post prepre
nd dems, W. Aina.
BLUE HILL LINE
The past grands of Good Luck Re
years—and unless the surface is pro
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of
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loss
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a»—Calls on manure supplement
K. Waltz. Mrs. Lila Lovejoy assisted County of Knox, deceased, and on this date 5 00 A. M for Dark Harbor, South BrooksMrs. John Hosmer of Rockland Is
’Je, Satgentvllb’, Deer Isle, Biooklin, South
orestige.
rmonstrations, Friendship.
Mrs. Waltz in entertaining. Chicken was <|iui!lt1ed do fill said trust by giving bond vl
VINALHAVEN
at her cottage Craigmere.
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a< the law directs.
29— Calls on manure supplement
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rolls,
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and
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Return Leave Bluehill dally except Sun
The vestry is receiving a new <yxit
All persons having demands against 1he
Paint liberally and now, if there is any of paint. The work is being done by
rmonstration, Rockland.
W. W. Merrill of the Maine Farm- were served by the hostesses. Seven estate, are desired to present the suine for days at 12.30 P. M. fur Rockland and way
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re landings.
All of the above demonstrations
indication it is needed. Delay is very George B. Raynes and Morris Gray. ers Supply Company left Monday for • members were present. The next quired
At Boston conne-'iion ii made via the Bos
to make payment immediately to
ill begin at 9 a. m., unless otherHaverhill Mass., where he was called meeting will be held with Mrs. Brton and New York Line express, passenger
D.
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Soiuh and West.
April 15, 1924.
Apri 24 May 1 8
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• « • •
During the heavy thunder shower
on the jury.
rill.
Consult the Home Beautiful Paint Stock
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Protect with
Mr. ar. 1 Mrr. H. Llewellyn Thomas Sunday afternoon lightning entered
Mrs. Nina Philbrook of Vinalhaven
The Home Demonstration agent
Estate of Elizabeth M. Wall
Atlas Screen Paint
Chart.
Port'and-New York Freiflht Service
Itockland thc house of Ina Achorn and did con
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. returned Friday from
bnounees the following engagements
NOTICE
Dirint Freight ServUe between Portland
The subscriber hereby gives no'ice that
Fletcher Eaton.
where Mr. Thomas was confined sev siderable damage to furniture and
r the remainder of the month:
April 15, 1924, he was duly appointed and New York is resumed from the New
lie dishes. As no fire resulted from the on
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert Howard of eral weeks at Knox Hospital.
9—'South Thomaston, machine atSailings Tues
executor of tiie last will and testament of State Tier, Portland, Me
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ent training class.
Miss Carlotta Greene of Stonington to see him about town again.
roads.
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F S. SHT.RMAN. Supt . Rock’and, Maine.
was the guest of Mrs. F. L. Sylvester
All persons having demands against the
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R. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland, Me.
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Wednesday.
Siupper
was afternoon in honor of her daughter. estate, are desired to presexrt the same for
and family last week.
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Mrs. Harold Thomas, who is a mem settlement, and ail indebted thereto are re
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most
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land where she spent the weekend.
S. Brown
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Mrs. George C. Hardy returned Mrs. Robinson received baptism Sun served a delicious supper at 5 o’clock.
21— Camden, millinery.
Estate of Ciara E. Batchelder
The direct route between
You can buy just enough
NOTH'E
Thursday from New Bedford,
iss. day at the First Baptist Church, The club members present were Mrs.
22— 23-24—Dresden, food school.
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
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on April 15. 1924. she was duly appointed
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ISLAND
Mrs. Hannah Hatch of Damari Mrs. Basil Stinson. Mrs. Env st Mon executrix of the last will and Kstiiivnt of
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[aining class.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
it’s Wetherill.
there.
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the
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at
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\Ocean Bound Rebekah Lodge will sue of the present campaign. He
Estate of Edward A. Butler
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She retained her faculties to a won
NOTICE
derful degree, even ,-hud contributed work on? candidate at its next reg was Irttroduced by P. H. Gay of
Tiie subscribers hereby give notice that
Newcastle.
most interestingly to the county ular meeting.
on April 15, 1924 they were duly appointed
F. B. ADAMS, M. D.
The prize speaking contest given executrices of the last will and testament of
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ch mentis.
NOTIOE
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—Warren, machine attachments.
in H. Paul attended the Union, at Town hall Friday, Stay Benson and Mrs. Mary b. Gaston of
(M. 1^: Smith, Edgar Bradstreet, ’gram. They were accompanied by on April 15. 1924, : he was duly appointed
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Camden. Dr. H. W. Small and Philip
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machine
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f the Lincoln
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sociation in North Haven Tuesday.
in Portland this week attending end their declamations follow:“bin-* of Knox, deceased, wlUiout bond as the law
Small of Banger. There is one brother,
ROCKVILLE
—Montsweag,
machine
DR. 1. L. McBEATH
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Masonic Grand bodge.
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All persons having demands against the
machine
| Bates Mills,
College
after ntspending the*
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BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
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| weekend in town.
nesday.
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Telephone 136
jgt omb, machine
at been rec rived liy friends :k w apartments it is givir.ff us a higNews has
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April 15. 1924.
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NOTIUK
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| pieces were bestowed on Lois Hager- Cleveland,
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law
directs.
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1 tute.
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April 15, 1924.
Aprll24 Mayl-S
Harry McDonald is confined to his
due Hnrckl F. Gonzales, principal of
week.
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407 MAIN STREET
Mrs. Oscar Carroll who is in Kncx i horses owned by I. W. Hupper.
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whose
exceptional
BOSTON
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Estate of Wealthy P. Winslow
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quite iff, is convalescing.
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the County of Knox, deceased, and on April
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and
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MONHEGAN
21, 1924, wad qualified to fill said trust by
ler
in
Milteii.
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 to 9 P. M.
to the school building. He waS taken
Has hel.-od thousands of people of
giving bond as the law directs.
Mrs Mary Madi'ceks is visiting her moved back to their home after
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the
Morton
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and the oldest resident of the island, .settlement, and a'.l indebted thereto are reThe many friends in this village Jones place.
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Miss Katherine Robarts is confined
Strained Muscles. Very good for
quird to make payment Immediately to
Leroy Hupper is having a new
of Adelbert Babbidge arc sorry to
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garage
built.
Joseph
Hooper
is
THOMASTON,
ME.
hear of ills illness at his home in
Rockland Maine.
Miss Eftie Robarts and Miss Edna
any cough if taken at the first i have been spending the winter in Ar
April 21. 1924
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Rockland and hope he will soon re- doing the work.
McGregor entertained the Mali Jong
stages.
It has helped others; it
O. O. Kailoch has bought a strip
lington, Vt.. returned home Friday.
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This Corn Club
cove r.
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Estate of Merritt A. Johnson
will help you. At your druggists, I Capt. and Mrs. E. H. Wallace re
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Llnnett and of land at "Drinking place" and is
Remedy
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NOTICE
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having
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preparatory
turned home from Friendship Mun
young sen of Fitchburg arc guests
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ing, which was a most enjoyable
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day.
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pointed administratrix of the estate of Mer
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VELOPING.
PRINTING AND EN
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been staying with Mrs. G. A. Ames
LARGING.
Light Chapter, O. E. S. was held Tues
versary Wednesday afternoon nnd was qualified to fill said trust by giving bond
through the winter has returned to
as the law directs
day evening and degrees were con
370 Main Street, Rockland
evening. Many guests were present
her home in Thomaston.
All persons having demands against the
ferred.
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The dairy man, William Blake, has
and they received many beautiful estate, are desired to present the same for
The first meeting of th • Village Im 100 chickens out and e'ght more hens
settlement, ami a!! Indebted thereto are re
gifts.
quired to make payment immediately to
provement Society for the. present setting on 13 eggs each that will soon
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Mr. Fernald of Southwest Harbor
.1 I ’Ll A V. WOOIXXM K.
season was held Tuesday evening at hatch. He says his hens are doing
Thomaston. Maine.
is the guest of his daughter, Mrs.
133 PLEASANT STREET
the Highschool building. Owing to a well laying also.
April 28. 1924
Mayl-8-15
William S. Stanley.
>
misunderstanding about the date the
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Capt. and Mrs. George Cook were
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Estate of Georgie Weeks
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but some f atures of work for the
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Mr. and Mrs. Walter Igirrahee of
Mr. and Mrs Chris Nicholson were
summer were discussed. It was voted Rockland were callers on Mr. and
April 15, 1921. he was duly appointed ad
in Rockland over Sunday.
•
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ministrator of the estate of Georgic Weeks,
to invite the community to unite in Mrs. Kirkpatrick last week. Walter
late of Rockland, In the County of Knox,
observing a ’’Cloan-Vp’’-wAtk, for came tip to try his luck dipping for
A Good Thing. DONT MISS IT
deceased, and on April 28. 1921, was qual
th< week beginning May 12. Arrange smelts, hut they had all taken their
s4nd your name and address plain ified to fill said trust by giving bond as thc
ARTHUR L. ORNE
law directs
ments will be made for n team to departure.
ly written, together with 5 cents (and
All persons having demands against the
haul
away
rubbish
and
everyone
is
Insurance
this slip) to Chamberlain Medicine estate, are desired to present thg same for
_j "Gets-It” painless way to end corns for.
Large flocks of blackbirds alight
: is miles ahead of any thing else. Try it. asked to have his yard and street in thc fields and orchards close by.
Co., Dee Moines, Iowa, and receive settlement, and all Indebted thereto are re
Immediately to
ply apply two or three drops to any com or front raked and rubbish put into bar
Succetsor to A. J. Erskine & Co.
in return a trial package containing quired to make payment
Some call them crow blackbirds.
FRANK L. WEEKS.
In two minutes all pain will have
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REM
Rockland, Maine. 417 MAIN ST., .... ROCKLAND
completely. Soon you can peel the rels for easy handling Hie pupils of What is the difference between these
April 28. 1924
May 1-8 15
I or callous right off with your fingers, root the schools are also invited to take birds and grackles?
EDY for coughs, colds, croup, bron
all. Costs but a trifle. Satisfactory repart in observing the week and or
chial, “flu” and whooping coughs,
The bad news has come that Mrs.
s guaranteed with your ccm or money back.
EAGLE FIRE COMPANY
ganized effort to improv, the appear Beulah Oxton who has been iff in
and tickling throat; CHAMBER
(Lawrence & Co., Chicago. Sold everywhere.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Of New York
LAIN’S TABLETS for stomach trou
»-K” sold In this city by Geo. Treggelt.
Reckland all winter is suffering a
ASKETS DEG. 31, 1923
bles,
indigestion,
gassy
pains
that
Knew thr tremendous pulling power serious ill turn.
KENDALL mJ WHITNEY
Attorney At Law
Stocks and Bonds ............... .. .$1,053,450 00
08.843 03
crowd the heart, biliousness and con Gash in Office and Bank .......
of Courier-Gazette ads.
FULL LINE OF
Portland, Maine . E»t.l8S8

This is Special Cleaning Helps Month

Make

House
a Beautiful Home

Y

WETHERILL’S

Atlas
Home Beautiful
Paint Stock

I

W. J. ROBERTSON
!

T. H. WHEELERCO.

Indian Vegetable Oil

it “Gets-lt”

Eid Your Coris

1LUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
MARCUS, 313-315 Main Street
Rockland, Maine

SHEET MUSIC 15c
■NTURV CERTIFIED EDITION
Fameut Sheet Mutie you tee adver-

| tieed in all the leading magazine!.
Over
220 selections—send Dr
catalogue

lAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland, Me.

SUNSHINE

E, Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
ANO FURNACE REPAIRING

AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE & PIPELESS FURNACES
HOT WATER AND STEAM

HEATING
20 Franklin Street.

Rockalnd

Telephone 424-1

137-tf

Mr. and Mrs. Alma Eaton have
n? ved to Rockland where he will
work this summer.
Alfred Dunham and daughter Doro
thy, spent Sunday with idatives at
t Sunset.
| Mrs. Betts and children of Pennsylvania who have been visiting Mrs.
Dug* ne Saddler, went to Ellsworth
Sunday.
.
Herman Ci nary spent a few days in
Searsport on business.
Alonzo Eaton is having his house
plastered this week by Joshua Daw.
i Daniel Conar.v has a new Ford.
Eug< ne Saddler has his weir in
fishing order but has seen no lislx yet.

ROCKLAND

SAVING^

BANK

ROCKLAND, - - • MAINE

Office Hours, 9 to 3

Saturdays, 9 to 12
Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

stipation; also CHAMBERLAIN'S
SALVE, needed in every family for
burns, scalds, wounds, piles and skin
affections; these valued family medi
cines for only 0 cents. Don’t miss it.

FOR SALE
Two Marble Imposing Sur
faces, size 31x38 in. and
30x60 in.; also Shafting
and Pulleys.

Inquire at This Office

Agents’ Balances .................
Bills Receivable ..................... .......
Interest am! Kents ...............
A’.l other Assets......................

(58,291
11
8.419
4.701

66
Specialty: PROBATE PRACTICE
42
92 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
33 Telephones—Office 458; House 603-W

Gross Assets ...................... . . .$1,203,810 3(5
42,727 88
Deduct Items not admitted .

Admitted ............................ $1,161,082
LIABILITIES DEG. 3 1, 1923
Net Unpaid Losses ............... . ..$ 14,883
Unearned Premiums ............. ... 133.482
9,999
All other Liabilities ............
500,000
Gash Capital ..........................
Surplus over.all Liabilities ..... 502.716

48

Total Liabilities and Sunilus . .$1,161,082 48
ROBERT I COLLINS. Agent.
375 Main St., Rockland, Me.
52-T11-58

PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sharpened, all

kinds of shop carpenter work promptly a d
carefully done.
EDWIN H. MAXCY, over
paysou’s store, at the Brook.

L. R. CAMPBELL

45
Attorney At Law
44
73 Special Attention to Probate Matters
00
M
875 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

i•

ounty Agent Demonstra
tions For the Month—
Home Demonstrations.

DON’T

Page Five
r

THE BUSY FARMER

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8, 1924.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 8, 1924.
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AMERICAN LEGION MINSTRELS
camden opera Thursday and Friday, May 8-9
8 Funny End Men!

50 Trained Voices!

6 Big Vaudeville Acts!

Tickets now being checked at Mixer’s Candy Store, Camden. Some
Good Seats Lett. Get Yorns Now. Tickets to Show, 55c /

Friday Night Show Followed by DANCE
MARSTON’S Music throughout
KiaizraaiaaiBtaraizfBiarajaizjargraiafajarajanuaraiBrajafaiaiarafzraaiarerarararerarararararajarzia^'z^

ezn

THOMASTON
Weston Young has bought of Mis.
Walter Bucklin her house on Fluker
street. The Bucklins will leave liter
for Port Arthur, Texas, which will
be their permanent home.
Mr
Bucklin .is chief engineer of a large
oil tanker.
Mr. Tilton on Gleason street is
making repairs on his house.
Mr. Ludwig is occupying his house
on Btieehwoods street.
'Jerome Bushnell went to Boston
Wednesday for a short visit.
Llewellyn Oliver of Friendship was
a caller in town Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shrader of Jef
ferson were in town Wednesday.
They are enjoying life in their new
home.
Miss M. J. Watts, who went as a
delegate of the Gen. Knox Chapter
to the D. A. R. Convention in Wash
ington is expected to arrive home this
week.
Capt. I. B. Archibald is driving a
new Packard.
A barge will arrive here within a
day or two with a cargo of anthracite
coal for Dunn & Elliot Co. Another
with soft coal will arrive in a short
time.
Mrs. W. J. Spear was at her former
home in Camden Tuesday.
Mrs. W. J. Jameson is putting her
h0use in order for occupancy for the
silfnmer.
■William Slater cf Boston is visit
ing in town for a few days.
Mr.
Slater's boyhood and youth were
passed here.
Governor Baxter accompanied by
his private secretary was in town
Tuesday.
William Merriam is the clerk of
the Knox Hotel.
•
H. M. Overlook and Fred J. Over
lock were in town the first of the
week.
Mrs. George Cross. Jr., entertained
the Sewing Club Tuesday evening
The gathering was a farewell to a
member of the dub. Mrs Maiie Sin
ger, ^vho left Wednesday for a visit
- *' T'otte.
prison comCharles S.'
Stato prison
missioner, was af
Tuesday.
Miss Hortense Wilson, who was a
delegate to the D. A. R. Convention
at Washington, is at home.
Mrs. William McAuley of Camden
called on friends in town Wednesday
Baseball yesterday, Thomaston vs
Rockport Independents, resulted in a
score of Thomaston 21. Rockport 8.
Selectmen B. H. Copeland and W.
P. Willey and Treasurer Paquin at
tended the bridge hearing in Augusta
Wednesday in the interest of local
bridge construction. No work will
be started on the local projects until
the financial pathway is clearly dis
cernible.
The Pythian Sisters Circle will
meet with Mrs. William Stone Fri
day night
The last meeting of the season of
General Knox Chapter, I). A. it., was
held at the home of Miss Hortense
Wilson Monday evening.
The an
nual election of officers was the chief
business transacted.
Regent. Mrs.
N'an Higgs; vice regent. Mrs. Louise
C. Hewett; recording secretary. Miss
Harriet Williams; corresponding sec
retary, Miss Hortense Wilson; treas
urer, Mrs. Elia W. Dunn; registrar,
Miss Harriet Dunn; historian, Mrs.
Blanche Ayers; chaplain. Mrs. Au
relia Collamore: auditor, Mrs. Helen
Gleason; councillors for two years,
Mrs. Lavinia Elliot and Mrs. Katherine c. Derry.

M. R. LINSCOTT’S

GARDENS THAT
Kind and Quantity

Southend Market

FREE

OF

STEER

HEAVY

DELIVERY

OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE

failure to estimate this fairly accurately will make hint lose
caste as a gardener at the family council. No excuse can he accepted
for running out of lettuce, or radishes, or onions, or string beans at
the height of the season.

Planting Table for Home Gardeners
Kind of
Vegetable

p»rd n of Thi odore R

Bwoetlud, ■

convict in the ( unity Jail at Rockland, un
der sentence for the crime of iilegal possession of intoxicating liquor is non pending
before the (love,-no.- and Council, and a
hearing thereon will he granted in the Coun
cil Chamber at Augusta, on Wednesday, the
21st d.c. of May next. a; 10 o'clock a in
EDGAR C SMITH.
Ji-S-CO
Deputy Secretary of State.

Distance for Planta to

Seeds or
plants re

Stand

quired for 100

Rows
Apart

feet of row

Asparagus,
plants........ 60 to 80 planta
3 ft.
Bean*, bush
(kidney and
lima).............. 1 pt. to 1 qt.
2 ft.
Beans, pole (kid
ney and lima,..
4 os.
3 to 4 ft.
Beets ................
1 os.
12 to 18 in.
Cabbage, early... 1 /3 os.
2 to 2M ft.
( abbage, late.... 1 /3 os.
24 to 36 in.
Carrot................
1 os.
12 to 18 in.
Celery ..............
H
OS.
lh to 3 ft.
Chard (Swiss). . .
2 os.
IK to 2 ft.
( orn, sweet....... 2 to 3 os.
2 to 3 ft.
Cucumber..........
4 to 5 ft.
Ljesplant............
3 to 4 ft.
Endive...............
12 to 20 in.
Kale, or borecole. M to 1 os.
IK to 2 ft.
Kohlrabi............
15 to 24 in.
H os.
I^ek .:..............
1 os.
12 to 20 in.
1-ettuce.............. JS to I os.
12 to 18 in.
Melon.
ni usk melon....
BUIi 6 ft.
Melon,
watermelon....
7 to 10 IL
New Zealand
spinach...........
t oi.
24 to 36 in.
Onion, sets......... 1 to l H on.
12 to 18 in.
12 in.
Parsley...............
82:
Parsnips.............
12 to 15 in.
1 qt.
2 to 3 ft.
Few.,..................
Pepper...............
lA os.
20 to 24 in.
Potato, white.... 8 lb. tubers 24 to 36 in.
Pumpkin .........
1 os.
8 to 10 ft.

BEEF

ANYWHERE

1 os.

Rhubarb,

plants.............

DODGE TOURING CAR

Spinach

......... ..

Squash, bush

FORD COUNTRY CLUB

Cars for Both Passenger and
Light Express

Day or Night Service

ROY H. GOULD
Telephone Union 11-15
SOUTH HOPE MAINE
56-Th&S-tf

6 to 12 in.

40 roots
1 os.

.“. .Tf?

Squash. late.......
Tomato..............
Turnip..........

AUTO SERVICE'"’

Notice is hereby given that a pet'tion for

th,

Plant.

arden.
How much will the house-wife need during the coming months?

Radish ..
tree attended Ihe dance at Simonton Com
munity hall Saturday night.
Mrs. Aubrey Heal of Camden spent a few
<i.iv-- guest ot her aunt. Mrs A. W. Thornrtnreieeeni,.t.
vkS,viral in tills place are ill with the pre- i
vailing epidemic.
___________ I
STATE OF MAINE

of Seeds To Buy and

'flie average amateur gardener of'little experience is always per
plexed as to what seed to buy and as to how much to buy for his

One pound of Onions Free with every pound of
. Fresh Meat
CUTS

RESULTS

By Seth ^V. Shoemaker, Director. School cf Agriculture, International Cor
respondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.

1 i Pounds Sugar,.................................................
Best Ail Round Flour, Bag..............................
Smoked Shoulder, 10 and 1 2 lb. av., per lb.
Whole Hams, lb. . . 1 7c. Half Hams, lb.
Ham. sliced to fry, lb..........................................
Native Pork Steak, lb. . . ................................
Native Pork Roast, lb..........................................
Robles Apricots, can .... 18c; 3 cans . .
Well Maid Peaches, can..................................
Trumpet Brand Peaches, qan
Baked Eeans, Tomato Sauce ,.10c; 3 cans
Golden Bantam Corn, can . ,15c; 2 cans
2 lb. con Cornea Beef, can.................................. 30c
Tomato Soup, can.......... 10c; 3 cans............. 25c
Seeded Raisins, pkg.......... 10c; 3 pkgs............. 25c
La Touraine Coffee, lb.............................................. 40c
White House Coffee, pound................................ 42c
Keystone Coffee, pound....................................... 35c
Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple, No. 2 cans, can 30c
3 cans for............................................................. 85c
Best Walnuts, lb. 25c. Spy Apples, peck 50c
Best Potatoes, peck.............................................. 35c

ALL

PRODUCE

1 os.
K osla to 1 os.

2 ft.

2 to 4 in.
18 to 24 in.
4 to 6 in.

14 to 18 in.
18 to 24 in.
3 to 6 in.
4 to 8 in.
4 to 6 in.
12 to 18 in.
4 to 6 ft.
2 to 3 ft.
12 in.
6 to 12 in.

Number of
Feet of Row
Necessary
for Average
Family of I

6 to 6 in.

100

1 to 2 in.

1 to 2 in.
giS:

H in.
K to ii in.
U in.
54 in.
H to 1 in.
M to 2 in.
H to 1 in.

6 to 8 in.

5 in.

1 in.
1/16 to ‘ j in.

12 in.

4 ft.

1 to 2 in.

7 to 10 ft.

K to 1 in.

12 to 18 in.
2 to 4 in.
3 to 6 in.
3 to 4 in.
10 to 15 ft.
18 to 24 in.
12 to IStn.
2 plants in hill
8 to 10 ft.
1 to 2 in.

1 to 2 in.
Hi"K >nK in.
1 to 2 in.
K to 1 in.
4 in.

2 to 4 ft.
6 to 8 in.

2 to 3 in.
K in.

^lerrrf.

J101
3 to 4 ft.
12 to IS in.

Averaging the appetite of the av
erage family of five the accompanyng table gives the quantity of seed
to buy. the number of feet of rows
necessary for each crop, and the
methods of spacing the plants In the
rows.
The figures given in the accom
panying table are average figures in

Plants Apart
in Hows

Depth of
Planting

6 to io ft
2K »o 4 ft.
2K to 8 in.

1 to 2 in.
K in-

60
200

Ki7< ‘
1 in.
K in.

K to % in.

so far as the number of feet of row
necessary for the average family is
concerned.
The figures for the quantity of
seed or plants required for 100 feet
of row are for seed of good quality.
Se^d that docs not germinate well
wotUd make a thin stand with such
a sowing.

his sister. Mrs. Julia Aatle last week
Mr
Keene Is in poor health.
Mrs. Julia Aatle and Mrs Jerome Jones
Mrs Beatrice Gardner and children Kath- visited their cousin Mrs. Weston Pierson at Summer Cottages and Board
■rine and Virgie of Catndtn and Francis Sniallburg last Friday.
TO LET—Xcwbert'3 cottage ou lake anti
Mr and Mrs Albion Williams of Tenant's road at Went Rockport—5 rootiui all fur
Johnson were guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
Harbor spent Monday evening with his sis nished garage, city water, garden—4 miles
Edward Chaples.
Fred L. Keene of Tenant’s Harbor visited ter, Mrs. Jerome Jones.
from R(xk!and.
FRANK NEWBERT. 21
Masonic St.. Rockland.
55-57
TO LET—Furnished bungalow at Friend
ship. Me. Address GEORGE DYSON FRIOU,
189 Montague St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 54-59
TO LET OR FOR SALE—-At a bargain, two
furnished summer cottages, 8 and 9 rooms, at
Owl’s Head, Maine Address B. F. HUSSEY,
3ft Cliureh street., KvereM, Mass.
46*85
Boneless Pot Roasts, lb............
Fresh Mackerel and Halibut at Low
! Loin Roasts, lb............................
est Market Prices
FOR SALE AT MIRROR LAKE West hockport. ' The Pines” coMage, nicely furnished,
10c ; 5 Rib Rcast, whole, lb...............
Whole Haddock, lb..............
including piano.
Nestling among the pines.
14c 5 Rib Roast, first cut, lb.
Haddock, cleaned, lb..............
75 feet from the lake and 3ft feet elevation
Second cut .... 23c; Third cut .... 20c it commands a most beautiful view of the
Cod, cleaned, lb........................
W. A. CVEVELANI),
Chuck Roast, lb............... 12c, 14c, 17e lake and mountains.
Finnan Haddie, lb..................
33 Pacific St . Rockland, Me.
54-56
Hamburg Steak, 3 lbs....................... 25c
Slack Salted Cod, lb
TO LET—Furnished cottage at Crescent
Hamburg Steak ground to your or
Warren Alewives, large size, 4 for 25c
Beach for the month or season.
Inquire
der while you wait; prices according at C. A. ROSE CO.. Rockland or MRS. C. A.
All other fish at low prices.
to your choice1.
ROSE, 17 Waehusett St , Forest Hills, Mass
52-tf
Stew Meat, (lean), lb........ :............. 15c
Our Sale is a genuine Clearance Pie Meat, lb.......... -..................... ............ 10c
FOR SALE—Summer cottage lota at In
graham
Hill,
price
$100
and
$150.
Also
Sale as stated in our ad. of April 10.
We have a good assortment of summer cottage to let, 6 rooms, electric
With the exception of meats we will Corned Meat, some is boned and lights, city water, 5 minutes to electric
not buy any more goods until we «re | ro,|ed; some'is |ean; some is fat and cars; price $250 for season.
G. A TARR,
Box 243.
47-tf
in our new quarters. What we have; lean. Prices per pound ............ 8c, 10c, Rockland, Me.
on hand we are selling below cost. 12c; the very best ............................. 15c
COTTAGE AT CRESCENT BEACH-To
rent for the summer; has five sleeping rooms
Look over our ad. of April 10, and
We guarantee all our Beef is cut and largo living room, with fireplace, fine
what we have on hand we will con from Western Steers and not from kitchen.
Every room furnished. Fine well
tinue to sell at same low prices as cows.
of water.
E. B HASTLN(«
45-tf
long as goods last. Get busy and get
SELL
OR
RENT—Summer cottage at
Native Fancy Veal andWestern
Pleasant Beach, South Thomaston
Beau
your share before it is all cleaned up, Lamb at lowest prices.
tiful location.
Cottage comfortable and
as we are out of a good many things Veal Steak, lb...................................... 40c well
equipped for at least six persons. Good
already. People who realize the value Stew Veal, lb........................................ 15c garage.
ENSIGN OTIS, Rockland, Me.
39-tf
of our salt are buying in large quan Sugar Cured Ham, lb....................... 18c

MARTINSVILLE

FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCERY

TELEPHONE 316

41 OCEAN STREET
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED

The list of commit-

tee»—Memorial
Day:
Mrs.
Ibis
Creighton, Mrs. Effie J. Seavey, Mrs.
Louise Hewett, Mis. Katherine Der
ry, and Mrs. Lilia Elliot; Old Church
Service: Mrs. Elizabeth Dunn. Mrs.
Clara Williams. Mrs. Mabel Creigh
ton; Program and Hospitality: Mrs.
Ella Dunn, Mrs. Josephine Walker,
Miss Hortense Wilson, Mrs. Emilie
Stevens; Shut Ins: Mrs. Maria Cope
land, Mrs. Cassandra Washburn. Mrs.
Kate Linnell; Flags: Mrs. Blanche
Ayers; Flowers: Mrs. Kila Dunn:
Marking Historic Spots: Mis. La
vinia Elliot, Mrs. Annie D. Willey,
Mrs. Effie J. Seavey; Maine Jtoom
Memorial. Continental hall: Mrs. Jo
sephine I*. Walker. Mrs. Lois Creigh
ton; National Old Trails: Mrs. Lilia
Elliot. Miss Hattie Dunn; Magazine
Committee: Mrs. Blanche Ayers;
Americanization and Patriotic Edu
cation: Mrs. Mabel Creighton, Mrs.
Mary Bunker; Historic Research:
Miss Rita Smith.

Don’t insure your automobile until
you have heard how $1.00 bought
$3500.
George Roberts & Co., Ine.,
10 Limerock
Street,
Rockland,
Maine.—adv.
54-72

THORNDIKEVILLE
Mrs Elsie Crabtree and son Richard are
visiting relatives in Lynn, Mass
Mrs. Gladys Irving of Bristol is keeping
house for <’ C. Childs.
/Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of Camden were
recent callers at John l’uahaw’s.
John Pushaw, Jr. is employed at Union
doing carpenter work.
' Mrs Elizabeth Howard Is visiting her
daughter Josephine Davis in Warren.
Mrs. Laura Montgomery who sustained a
shock a few weeks ago still remains very
111.
Her daugliter Mrs. Martha Heath has
been helping care for her.
Road Commissioner Albert Crabtree is re
pairing the roads.
Lester Merrill and Raymond Crabtree
Imade a business trip to Rockland Saturday
Airs. Georgia Simonton of Simonton’s Cnr|ner is visiting Mrs Harriet < ait. i
Harry Pushaw. Larkin Th»»riuiike. Rlamb
Itrd Start, Louis I’phuiu and Albert Crab-

WE DELIVER IN OWL’S HEAD THURSDAY
$1.00
.. 75c
$1.15

1 2 Pounds Granulated Sugar .
Best All Round Flour, bag . .
Occident (Bread Flour), bag

Granulated Corn Meal, 10 lbs..............................................25c
Rolled Oats (bulk) 8 pounds............................................ 25c
California Pea Beans, quart 15c; 2 quarts 25c; peck 95c
... J 9c; 3 quarts.......... 50c
Yellow Eye Beans, quart
Kidney Bean's, quart............................................................. 17e
Warren Alewives, 4 for

Grape Fruit, 5 for........................................................... . . 25c
Sweet California Oranges, dozen . .35c; 3 dozen .$1.00
Matches, 6 boxes for............................................ .. • • • .. 25c
Peko Buds Tea, half pound pkg. . . .35c; 2 pkgs . . .65c
Seeded or Seedless Raisins, package................................ 10c

White House Coffee, pound .
Excelsior Coffee, pound ....
Formosa Oolong Tea, pound

..35c; 3 pounds

. . 43c
.. 38c
.$1.00

Blue Ribbon Peaches, package . . .
Puddine, package................................
Sea Mess Farine, package.................
Baker’s Cocoa, large box.................
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 4 packages
Water Glass, can.................................................
Fresh Eggs, per dozen............ 35c; 3 dozen
Home Made Doughnuts, dozen.........................
Campbell’s Soup, 3 cans for ...........................

Electric Irons, each

$3.50

Pansy Plants, per basket............ ......................................... 50c
Smoked Shoulders, 7 to 10 lb. average; pound............ 12c
Fancy Creamery Butter, pound............................................ 45c
Pure Lard, pound .................................................................. 13c
California Peaches, can............ 20c; 6 ?ans............... $1.15
Laundry Soap, 8 bars...................................................
25c

SAME PRICES ON OTHER GOODS AS LAST WEEK

AT HASKELL’S

FOUND—Basket containing women's be
longings.
Owner can have same by ap
plying to CITY MARSHAL DAVIS and pay
58-.78
ing advertising charges.
..FOUND—Scotch Collie puppy, male. MRS*
COLBY, 2 Lovejoy Street. Tel. 313-W.
LOST—Between South Warren and South
Thomaston. May 3. sheepskin coat.
M K
WEBBER, 38 Water St.
Tel. 276-W Re
ward.
3k-.~,7
LOST—New 30x3',i l'ennsylvania cord tire.
new rint. between Park St.. Rockland to
Camden.
Reward.
DERRY’S LAXt’DRY,
578 Main St
M-56
LOST—-Plush lap robe between P. D Starrett’s store and top of B. E. Watts hill.
Return to WARREN GARAGE and get re
ward.
54-56
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte.
You can have it delivered In 5-gal. lots to
your home anywhere in Rockland free.
For
service call MOODY’S. 455-M
1 tf

Wanted
WANTED—Man or hoy to work on farm
MRS. J. W. ANDERSON. Tel 452-1
56-58
WANTED—Assistant meat cook. THORN56-tf
DIKE HOTEL
WANTED—-GIrl for general hoqsework, no
cooking
flHJLS. HAROLD CONNON. 73
Summer St
Tel. 847-M
54-58
WANTED—Girl for general housework.
MRS S. II. DOE Tel. 560-MARockland
56-58

an
direct
field, Maryland.
WANTED-»»Man to sell rnadv^
clothing direct to wearer. SCOTT
Wholesale Tailors, 99 Bedford St.. Boston.
M-52-63
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14.
JOHN S RAN LETT. Rockville. Me. 31-tf
WANTED—Re’.ica. Antiques, Curios, old
books, pamphlets, pictures, mirrors, old col
ored glassware, candlesticks, lamps, lx>ttlea,
asts, lusterware, china, hooked rugs, cov
erlets, clocks, furniture.
I buy anything
old and pay highest cash prices.
E. R.
TROWANT, Damariscotta, Maine.
51-56
WANTED—Chambermaids to work at the
49-tf
THORN D1KJ-: HOTEL.
WANTED—Two table girls at the THORNDIKE HOTEL.___________________ 47-tf

To Let

TO LET—Garage at 29 Franklin St. AN
NIE V. FLINT. 57 Park St.
56-38
FOR RENT—Furnished apartment, down
stairs. La Rosa, Grove street, June 1st,
ERNEST C. DAVIS’
56-38
TO LET -Four rooms and bath, upper flat,
in best location in Rockport.
Call R B.
MAGUNE, tel. 313-W, Rockland or Camden,
tel. 83-3
56-58
TO LET—Newly furnished rooms, excel
lent location, good home.. MRS. W. H. MIL
LIGAN, 16 Summer Street.
55-57
TO LET—Furnished room at 22 MAPLE
STREET. Rockland.
55-57
TO LET—3 unfurnished rooms for light
housekeeping
Adults only.
Call a> 16
BROAD ST. or Tel. 741-M.
54*56
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical Instruments or anything that
requires a dry, clean room
Terms rea
sonable.
FLYE’S GARAGE, 221 Main St.,
Rockland
40-tf
TO LET—Small apartment at 20% Elm St.,
Sugar with an equal amount of Meat with all modern conveniences.
Will be va
Meat is about the same price but
MRS C. E. HECKand Pork products, per lb. 8c. This cant after April 7.
BERT,
Rockland
Hair
Store,
336
Main St.,
as stated in our last ad. we are hand will not apply on groceries and
over Carini's Fruit Store.
41-tf
ling Extra Heavy Corn Fed Steer
Beef, and prices run acording to the
quality. Wt guarantee to sell yot)
just what you order and will give
you your money's worth or money
back.
Bottom Round 6teak, lb.......... 20c, 25c
Top Round Steak, lb........................... 30c
Rump Steak, lb............................
40c
Porterhouse Steak, lb....................... 40c
Boneless Sirloin Steak, lb............... 35c
All Steak of Hoavier Beef, will cut
to your order at little higher prices.

in good runnln
condition, tor sale.
OWEN B. ATHEARF
T Pacific St.
___________ 56*38
FOR SAL^ Ford ton truck with 8 foot oa
body, with cab in good condition.
TEI
506-W.
55*57
FOR SALE Ford Touring <’ar $85; on
Ford Truck $175 fitted for hauling wood,
bargain for some one.
Must be sold
settle estate of Fred (• Cleveland.
W.
CLEVELAND, 33 Pacific St
55-5
FOR SALE—My Standard Eight Tourlti
Car at a bargain.
In fine condition. Ru
8000 miles.
DR R. W. BICKFORD. 4i
Main St., Rockland.
51-4f
FOR SALE— hevrolet Truck, just ore,
Apply i
hauled and In good condition.
DONALD P. GEORGE, Thomaston, Me
52-tf
FOR SALE—1020 Special Six Studebaki
touring ear. New cord tires all around an
in good running order.
Apply to DONAL
P, GEORGE, Thomaston, Me
52-tf
COLE SEDAN. DODGE SEDAN. LAT
1922 Revere Touring Sport Model, $ Ma
well Touring, 2. 91 Overlands.
STEVEN
GARAGE, 57 Pacific St. Tel. 563-R.
51-56
DORT

For Sale

Miscellaneous
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED and re
paired—called for and delivered
High class
workmanship, (prices reasonable.
R B.
.MAGI’NE, tel, 315-W, Rockland, or Camden
315-W or 315-R
54-58
TWO LARGE VANS will be in vicinity of
Rockland, May 20 and would like return
load to Boston or vicinity at reduced rate.
(LARK. REID & CO. 343 Green St.. Cam
bridge, Mass.
56-tf
PALMER FOUR CYCLE ENGINES .for
fishing and pleasure boats.
32 sizes to se
lect from.
Reliable, economical, moderate
in price.
GEO. W. ELWELL, Vinalhaven,
Me . or PALMER BROS., Portland, Me
56-67
STRAWBERRY PLANTK lf In Kanf of
nice strawberry plants buy them of Ll'FKIN at Pleasant View Farm, R. F. D. Rock56-tf
land
Tel. 44-13.

FOR SALE—Harley Davidson motor
3 speed with side car; or trade.
11.
TIBBETTS. It No. 3, Waldoboro. .Me.
FOR SALE Early cabbage plants. ,
liflower ami tomatoes.
CHARLES FA
73 Maverick St. Tel 332-11
FOR SALE—Two g-HHl rows; early IU
Seed Potatoes $150 per bu.; eggs to set
50c per 15 eggs. Reds, Wyandottes, W. Lt
horns, Anconias Black Mlnorcas.
L.
ROBINSON. Manager, Angler’s Farm.
T]
4-5 Union.
5«»
FOR SALE—Vhomaston Bowling Alley
•a<U
tenement overhea
1
Bunker Blacksmith Shop on Green str<
60x70
Would make fine garage.
Dwelling house on Beechwoods street,
rooms, excellent condition.
Klint farm. Beech woods street. C root
12 acres.
House in good shape
These arc bargains. Inquire DR. ALLYI
55-57
PEABODY, Thomaston.

STATE ROAD FARM CONVENIENT CITY

43 Acres; 5 cows, Horses, Crops—Your in
come starts day you move in, everything
ready for spring; stores, school, churches,
motor bus; productive loamy fields, valu
able woodland, sugar maples: comfortable
room bouse overlooking village, ntablc,
garage, poultry house, etc.
Owner called
away $1500 gets it, horses. 5 cows, poultry,
tools, implements, season’s crops included
if taken now.
Part each. Details page 25
Ulus. Bargain Catalog money-making farms,
best sections United States
Copy free.
STROUT FARM AGENCY, 906DG Old South
Bldg . Boaty, Mass.
56-It
Will renim-e garbage, rubbish and ashes
every dav.
Also general trucking
0. E.
ROBINSON. 14 Railroad Ave.
Tel. 293-M.
56*58'
HARNESS—New double, new single, second
hand double and single team Harness for
sale.
Cash or easy payments.
(’. F.
PRESCOTT, Tel. 462-J, Rockland.
53*57
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED—Called for
and delivered.
Work guaranteed.
ROCK
-LAND
■— —
• kd\vadv CO.
-tf
HARDWARE
Tel. 7,11
7!»1.
reasonable
GARDENS PLOUGHED at
prices, t F. UBESt'OTT. Tel 462-.1 Rock55«5T.',
land.
MAMMOTH, DARWIN TULIPS for >le.
mnrial Dav ' $1 (lit doz
Order qarly. Tel.
93-R.
II. D. AMES, 12 Florence St
55-63
TRUCKIN6 AND FURNITURE MOVING—

All kinds.
t. W. FARMER, 39 Tillson Ave.
Tel. 88ft.
55*57
NURSING—Mrs. A. T. Smith has returned
from out of. town and is at Mrs. Leo’s, 10
Curdy St
W’Hl do general nursing or care
for Invalid
TEL. 42g-l.
54 36
FURNITURE MOVER COMING
FROM
BOSTON, would like load of goods for re*
turn trip—about May 15th.
Special rates.
Inquire WILLIS E. CARLETON, Carleton
Homestead, Rockport, or write to same, Camden. Me._______________________ 34*57
LADIES—Reliable stock oV hair goods a
the Rockland Hair Store, 33.6 Main St. Man
orders solicited.
HELEN C. RHODES.
canned goods which we are clearing
1-tf
out below cost.
Eggs and Chicks
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth
ing. ('rockery and Household Goods Bought
HATCHING EGGS—15 for $1—100 for $6 and Sold.
C T. BRAGG, Rankin Block
8-tf
These are A-l stock.
I have flitcken coups
and chicken houses for sale. W. A. PAUL
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Rockport.
56*62
and
Trucking and Moving
ll*tf
FOR SALE—Hen pen large enough for 13
PAPER HANGING AND PAINTING—For
20 hens.
Easy to move.
O. F. HILLS,
such work call 349-M Rockland.
C C.
Courier-Gazette.
53-tf
JOHNSTON. 16 Pleasant St._______ 49*60 ,
WYLLIE’3 STRAIN S. C. RED-May 19
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish.
and 26. 22c each.
June and July hatches
< Ol'JilTrtlEffSSiiBWIilES IS«* each, postpaid. Safe arrival guaranteed. Uaed in Rockland for sixty years. Large
F II WYLLIE, R. No. 1, Thomastoti Tel bottle 60e ; small bottle 30c. BURPEE FUR
Phone 105. Residence Phone 946-M 171-42.
N1TURE COMPANY.
1-tf
54*63

AMI'S •
ASH
MARKET

TOURING CAR.

FOR SALE—4-tube radio, 3 sets he;
phones, 2-B batteries, in good cone
56-58
tion for $50.
TEL. 27-4
FOR SALE—24 ft. power boat, 4^ h.
newly painted, new house and tender. PrI
low for quick sale.
Inquire CHAS. V. 4_*
^KENNhA or W. S. BURNS. Tel 867-W,
________________
WANTED—CESKD HOOK R-UGS—i am
In the market for 104 used * hooked rugs
FOR SALE—One single-tube Radio set
Completely equlppe
Floral patterns about 27x54 preferred
Send excellent condition.
full description and price to E. CONDON, $22 if sold at once. TEL 73-2.
56-58
77 Bedford St., Boston.
54-41
FOR SALE Farm situated in Warre
WANTED—-First class housekeeper in small Maine, consists of 95 acres of land, of whhl
family, fine location in country, chance fbr 4« ilcres pre suited to agriculture, while til
good money to right person. Address G. W., remainder is pasture, pine and birch wow)
Courier-Gazette.
56-tf 'land 40 tons hay realized from the lai i
I every year; 1*2 room house, in good ’corid
WANTED—Second-hand weir twine.
Ad tion: a good barn as well as other exti'
dress WEIR TWINE care Courier-Gazette.
outside holdings: 50 apple trees.
Farm
situated about
mile from village, whe
may
be
found
the
woolen
mill,
shoe
Miop
at
WINDSOR HOWANTED—Housekeeper.
fishing wharves, schools and churches nes
tf
TEL.
Place is sold on account of my hushani
With or without the personal pro
WANTED—Our Field Manager will be in death.
More particulars may be obtalne
Rockland on May 13th to appoint a General erty.
56-58
Agent to represent us In this territory .MRS. L. MAKI. Warren. IMalne
Our organization is national in scope and
FOR SALE—Chester white pigs, thrlt
the oldest of Its kind In America in the I and
growthy, 6 weeks old, 6 dollars eae
Health and Accident field.
An interview
MONROE, So. Tliouiaaton.^‘
can be arranged by mall. Address DOWN II FREDERICK
Tel.
617-11.
____________
ING. care Courier-Gazette.
55-57
FOR SALE r^ing Ih^row',
WANTED- Three finish carpenters at once plow,
MAINE STATE PRISON, Thomaston. Me.
or telephon'
f
’
54-56
Street
WAMTEOy-POBITIOX—Capable young lady
with several years experience desires clerlral

fhe Store Where You Save Money

tities, especially our Ideal, the high Swift's Premium SkinnedHam, from
est grade of flour on the market for
10 to 12 lbs.; per lb......... ............ 27c
35c per bag, and the White Rose Flour A1 Smoked Shoulders, lb...... 12c, 13c
75c per bag.
Home Made Country Sausage, lb. 23c
Brookfield Creamery Butter, lb...... 47c
5 lbs................................................... $1.00
Cream Cheese, lb................................ 30c Little Pig Pork Roast, lb.................... 18c
Buy your meat and get your Sugar
Chops, lb........................ -..................... 21c
with it for ........................................... 8c Pork Steak, lb...................................... 35c
Pea Beans, 2 quarts .......................... 25c Swift's Pure Lard or Compound,
Y. E. Beans, 2 quirts ........................ 35c
lb............................................................. 14c
Large Grape Fruit, 3 for ....................25c Turnip, while they last, lb.............. 3c
Dandelion Greens, peck ................... 30c
bushel .............................................. $1.50
Raisins, pkg. or 1 lb........................... 11c New Cabbage, lb....................................... 8c
New Prunes, large, 2 and 4 lbs. 25c Good Large Onions, 10 lbs.............. 25c
1 lb. can Peanut Butter...................... 20c New Texas Bermuda Onions, 3 lb. 25c
Cranberries, quart.................................10c Strawberries at Lowest Market Prices
Evaporated Milk, can ...................... 10c Bananas, lb............................................ 13c
Eggs are cheap, get Water Glass, a
Magic Water, large bottle................. 21c
large can for ................................... 18c ; Fresh Sweet Milk, daily, quart .... 8c
Log Cabin Syrup, large can .......... 50c
Sugar is a little lower and most
Excelsior Coffee, lb. 38c;3 lbs. $1.05
every store is getting 10c a pound,
White House Coffee, lb..................<.. 43c but we will sell you Granulated Sweet

Used Cars

Lost and Found

CAMDEN
Among the Camden Masons at
tending the meeting of the Masonic
Grand Lodge in Portland are Dr. W.
D. Barron, John L. Tewksbury. Fled
Sherman. Fred Gilehrest. Frank Al
exander, Will Murphy, Carl Hopkins,
H. D. Small and Z. M. Dwinai.
Mrs. A. S. Crockett of Northport
is the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Thomas L. Trench.
Carl H. Hopkins is in Boston for
a few ti tys business trip.
The Past Noble Grands Associa
tion will meet Thursday today at I.
O. O.j F. hall in Warren. Supper will
be saved at the Congregational
church.
Mrs. Lucia F. Ames is the guest of
her daughter, Mrs. W. D. Barron.
Miss Jessie Hosmer has returned
from Boston.
Levi Ross left by boat Monday for
Boston enroute for Seattle, Wash.,
where he will remain for several
months.
Mrs. Myra Brown of Portland has
been spending a few days in town
the guevf of Mrs. -Clara Carver.
Mrs. Frank Kugle of Boston is the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Charles
Rice.
Arey-llcal Post, American Legion,
will have charge of the Memorial
Day observance this year.
At a
recent meeting it was voted to hold
the exercises in the morning instead
of in the afternoon as has been thp
custom, Rockland Band is to furnish
music.
Joel Keyes Grant Circle. Ladies cf
the G. A. R. is to exemplify the wqrk
at the Department Convention to be
held in Portland. June 18 and 19.
There will be a meeting at Golden
Cross hall for rehearsal Monday
evening at 7.30.
Mrs. Rowena Richards, widow of
Sylvanus Richards, died Tuesday at
her home, 17 Cross street.
Funeral
services will be held from her late
home Thursday at 1.30. conducted by
Rev. H. I. Holt.
Interment at
Youngtown.
(Mr. anil Mrs. Nicholas Berry have
returned from Providence and are
jt'eYtpyiTrg' rrh-ji^r rtrtnw -pit—
avenue.
,
Samuel Tibbetts is home from Bo^n
ton. the guest of his father, Dr. Tib
betts.
If you have any new-3 items, eall
106-3.
Mrs. Leo F. Strong is the
local correspondent.
'The Legion Minstrels are Ihe talk
of the hour.
Look at the adver
tisement at tht top of this page if
you don’t know all the details. The
Marston dance following tomorrow
night's show promises to be well at
tended.
A few seats may still be
obtained -at Mixer's.

FOR SALE—Two-horse plough, price
TEL. 26-11, THOMASTON.
55-3
FOR SALE—(base hcadiiu and shin
i.ia ’hlnc in good condition
Call ’>* wr
HARRY A SWIFT, East Wsiren, P. _O
(!r?>s. Thomaston, R. F. D. 1
54*71
~FOR SALE—The homestead of the
On St
Carl W Thurston in Union.
Less than
R »ad ami R. F. D. Route.
mile from schools, R R. and s’ores. Cf
tains about sixty acres of excellent b
in a high state of cultivation. .Cott
tons of hay.
Large young orchard
G<
buildings lighted by electricity. Must
sold to settle the estate.
H. L. GRINNKl
Admr.. Union, Me.__________
• 55-1
FOR SALE- Gray mare, all sound, weij
1390 lbs . 9 years old. fearless, work sin
or double, good driver.
LBROY WIGG,
So Thomaston, Me.
Telephone 371-22
54ai

FOR SALE—Registered Jersey Bull, ele
months old: priced reasonable
B.
NICHOLS. It F D. No. 2. Union, Me
FOR SALE—Horse at your own
good driver and worker, also fat.
W.
LEONARD, Owl’s Head Road, P. O. Ro
lar.d'
505
FOR SALE—Farm at West Rockportaervs.
Best money maker in Knox Uoui
Easy terms
L. F. CHASE. 45 Middle
Rockland
Telephone 663-2.
63-t
FOR SALE--Brnwn Bros. Organ.
J.
THURSTON. Sonlli Union, Me
33-t
F0R SALE—34-fI, Auiillarj- Cruiser. U
suit of aalla.
Two cylinder Hartford
pine in fine condition.
Bertha f<w ft
Has a toilet, shipmate aovf and other eqn
mem
Can lie inspected at Thomaston *
hv applylnp to DONALD P. (lEORtiK
CHARLES W. CREIttHTON. ‘
52-t
FOR SALE—9-room house; hot water-to
cement cellar; modern Improvements; ll
garden.
New grocery business welt stocl
M. G GURNEY, 3 Park St , Camden. <T~t
FOR SALE—Gladioll Bulbs, large
fancy bulbs, any color or mixed, 66c
dozen. Sweet pea plants in pots 60c per <
Iceberg Lettuce plants, 13c per dozen.
E CLARK. Tel. 864-R.
48-1
FOR SALE—House in Camden, with
modern improvements, stable and gar
slat-3 roof on all buildings.
Call 'A
5.30.
MRS W
F. DRINKWATRR,
85-5.
Mountain St., Camden. Me.
Tel. 85<

4M

FOR, SALE—Small

gaa

heater,

ch<

COURIER-GAZETTE OFFICE.
42FOR SALE—The steam heating plant i
In cur old office—Includes radiators and c<
Sold as is or taken down. THE COUR1
G ZETTE.
42-1
FOR SALE—5 draft horses—we are
using auto trucks and must dispose of ho
at once
H. H. STOVER & CO., Rockh
Me. .
«FOR SALE—Second hand Brnnsw''*
net Phonograph: 2 Cornets; 1 Basf-V-Nim
Flat Back Mandolin. STUDLEY II
Dept., Rockland________________ IVWV
FOR SALE—Gardner house, Beech Str^
Stover house, Limerock St.; 3
Southend. Nice house with Improvement
Northend; 55 acre farm with plenty ot J
$1500 Long list of n;hcr good trades. R
ERT COLLINS, Real Kstate, 375 Main

Every-OtKer-Day

Social Circles
■n addition to persoeil notes reeordinc
departures and arrivals, the department
ttQieelally desires Information of social liappenlngK. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
tot mail or telephones will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................... 771-770

“'Cards ere out for a luncheon nnd
pifction to be given at the Copper
Kettle, next Tuesday at 1.30 p. m. by
Mrs. E. E. Folsom, Mrs. A. W. King,
Mrs. Glenn A. Lawrence. Mrs. A. W.
Epss, Mrs. A. L. Bird and Mrs. C. H.
Duff.

"Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland who has
wen at the Copper Kettle since her
Utrival from Florida has opened her
ifasonic street home.
^Elaborate preparations are being
ttade for the annual dance recital by
n*plls of Jennie Harvey Percival to
* held in the Arcade, on the evening
>£ May 12. One of the many attrac
tive features will be a special solo
iutnt>er—Hungarian Rhapsody—by
ns-H Olive Morris. Mrs. Percll\l’« assistant teacher. She will also
lance In a scarf dance with Adeilde Cross and Barbara McBeath.
The usual group and solo dances In
ippropriate costumes are on the proram nnd a special number will be a
nm cult jazz by eight girls. Thomas
on pupils will repeat their Spanish
valtz, which they did at their recital
ast week. The program will con1st of class, aesthetic. National, in-,
enpretlve and folk dances. Solos by
lledelyn Coffey, Vivian Hall, Flora
ohen, Alsada North, Bernadette
now and Miss Morris. The exhidtion will be followed by public
lancing, with music by Marston’s
irchestra.
. .
"
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin E. Wood and
on Donald, who have been spending
he winter with Mrs. Wood's parents,
ir. and Mrs. Herbert L. Oxton. have
eturned to their home in Belfast.
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FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
-

»

SHADES:—
Champagne

Black

Briar

Tangerine

White

Dandelion

Cordovan

Powder Blue

Are being shown in our Main Street window and at
'our hose counter
FRIDAY AFTERNOON AND SATURDAY

$1.65 Per Pair

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
The Mah Jong Club of Rockland
Tonight—Elks Ladies' Night. Cards
and Rockport took supper at the and dancing. Turkey supper at 6.30.
Copper Kettle last night, with Misses
Z -----Edna MacGregor, Vida McKenney
Misses Leila Green and Eieleen
and Elbe Hobart's as hostesses, fol Flanagan are having a vacation from
lowed by a theatre party at the their duties at Central telephone ofStrand. Regards were sent tp Miss'flee.
Miss Flanagan and Misses
Anna Glaentzel, w.ho is spending the Helen and Gertrude Griffin are on a
week tn Knpx Hospital.
trip to Boston.

W. J. Bryant of Union was a busi
Millard Schappe of Machias, who
been the guest of Carroll Cole, ness caller tn the city Monday nnd
ummer street, for several days past, attended the Chapman edneert in the
evening.
^how In Portland.

aed their North Main street home.
Jut-ray of Chicago, who

kht a 140-iHBdd farm

Fine Program To Be Presented at
Littlefield Memorial Church Friday
Night.

The young people of Littlefield Me
morial church will give a concert in
the auditorium Friday evening ’ at
7.30.
Admission free.
The pro
gram follows:
Prayer .................................... Rev. Mr. Stuart
Orchestra selection—Sacred March ..........
r............................................... Mackie Beyer
Violin Duet .. Evelyn Jacobs, Paul -lameson
l’lano Solo—La Grace .......... Charlotte Jones
Cornet Duet—In Jesus ..Mr. Stuart, Lima
Mr. Stuart, Lima Sawyer
Vocal solo .. ......................... Doris Daggett
Reading—Reflection .....................................
Wildie Thayer, Lima Sawyer
Orchestra selection—Among the Roses,
W Willson
Violin solo—Spring Song. Mendelsshon ..
Dwight Mosher
Poem—Jesus Died Olive Bragg, Arele Chaples
Plano duet ................. Olive and Garry Bragg
Vocal solo ................................ Evelyn Jacobs
Orchestra selection—Lucia Lammermoor.
Donlzelta
Piano solo ................................ Dorothy Allen
Dialogue—The Friend of a Fly .................
James Harvey, Lima Sawyer, Garry Bragg
French horn solo—-In Autumn Time ..........
Chauncey Stuart
Reading—The Owl Critic. James T. Field ..
Dwight Mosher
Plano solo .................................... Ruth Allen
Vocal solo .................................. Lima Sawyer
Violin solo................................. Paul Jameson
Piano solo .................................... Olive Bragg
Orchestra selection—Patriotic Overture
A. S. Bowman
Remarks by Pastor

iuS

Mr. and Mrs. M. It. Pillsbury have

-

We are presenting for sale on FRIDAY AFTERNOON
AND SATURDAY, MAY 9th AND 10th, our Full
Fashioned All Silk STOCKINGS for One Dollar and
Sixty-Five Cents. This number we have previously
stocked and sold for $2.50.

The Methodist Ladies' Aid met in
th vestry last night and heard the
highly satisfactory report • which
showed that over $1760 had been
raised during the year. The season
Dr. W. H. Armstrong returned yesjust closing has been most successful
erday from Concord, N. H., after
under the excellent leadership of Mrs.
pending a couple of weeks with his Ruth Elllngwood.
aughter, Miss Rhandena Armstrong.

H. W. Huke of Torrington. Conn.,
ho was in the city Tuesday nnd
Vednesda.v. with other officials of the
ockiand & Rockport Lime Corporaon. recently rt turned from Calinrnia, where he spent part of the
inter. That he was evidently very
ivorably impressed may be judged
-om his remark to a Courier-Gazette
porter: “If I had known what Calimla is like I should have gone there
Boner." But it is doubtful if even
lalifornia could wean the Hukes
their annual sojourn at Crescent
ch. where they have spent 13 conutive seasons.

Page Seven

Mr. and Mrs. George R. Westerfield
of New York have arrived at the
Copper Kettle and will remain there
until the opening of the- Samoset, as
Is their hapipy custom. Mr. Westerlield has Jieen very ill through the
winter months, but is now on the
mending hand.

Mrs. Irene Leon and son Hayden
of Philadelphia, are leaving May 80
for Kellogg. Idaho.
Their itineray
takes them over the Canadian
Rockies to Seattle, stopping in Chi
cago. Winnipeg and Batinf, a resort
of moving picture fame und known
for its marvelous scenery.
In Spo
kane they will be joined by Mrs.
Leon's sister, Mrs. Jan^Porter, and
daughter Rachel the latter cf whom
who has been attending Ann Wright
Seminary in Tacoma the past winter.
In Kellogg they expect to meet their
brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
O. Fisk, who are motoring through
from California where they have
been spending the winter.
Mrs.
Leon and son regret not being able
to come to Rockland as usual this
summer, they lock forward to a year
quickly rolling around and their
presence here another season.

FOR THE FIRE FIGHTERS

,This letter accompanied by a cheek
for $50 was received by Chief Albert
R. Havener, referring to the Maine
Music Co. fire.
My dear Mr. Havener: —
Enclosed we ore sending you a
check—a slight appreciation of the
very efficient manner in which your
department handled Saturday’s fire
in our building.
Also many thanks
to you and your men.
W. W. Case,
Emily’ C. Hitchcock.
•

A FISHIN’ APPETITE

[For The Courier-Gazette]
9 30 A. M.

Say, Ma. brother John and me we’re a-goln’
flshin’:
Please put us up a little lunch, an apple pic
or mince.
’Bout a dozen doughnuts, gen’rous chunk o’
cheese,
’Bout a dozen cookies—and don’t forget to
squeeze
A little mustard pickle in, and don’t forget
the ham,
And eggs, and bread, sliced thick, witli
strawh’ry jam:
Then I’m going to All my pockets and
Johnny’s too with apples,
Gllliflowers and russets, eight apiece for
samples;
Makes a feller awful hungry when he goes
a flshin’!
10.30 A. M.

Gee! I’ve hooked a whale! Sec that pole go
down !
Whish ! whoop! there lie is a floppln’ on the
ground.
My. ain’t he a whopper! bet he weighs ten
pounds;
Needn’t laugh so, Johnny, you’re in a Jealous
pucker,
’Cause you’re Ashed two hours and only
caught a sucker
Say, John, don’t you b’llcve Its nearin’ dinner
time ?
Makes a feller awful hungry when he goes a
flshin’.
12 30 r. M.
Say. this grub’s some class, Ma s a peach for
rats:
x
Pass another hunk o’ cheese, and a slice o’
apple pie.
All gone? Johnny you’re a pig, if you don’t
look out you’ll die:
Read once of a feller, et apple pie and cheese

KEEP COOL
And eat sweet, wholesome
foods kept in the sanitary, .
economical,
reasonably '
priced refrigerators we sell.
I

AFTER
EASTER

4 DAYS ONLY 4 DAYS
FRIDAY
9th

SATURDAY
10th

MONDAY
12th

TUESDAY
13th

130 Smart New Coats in the Season’s Latest Models Fresh
from New York. Most of these Coats came in within
the past Ten Days

&

t
We are Dividing These Coats In Four Lots For Fast Selling.

29 COATS

t-

GT
We have a big stock of Refriger
ators. a size to fit every house and
a price to fit every pocket-book,
but All With Value and Economi
cal Operation Built Into Their
Rugged, Solid Oak Construction.
Priced from—

$11.90 up

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO;
313-315 Main Street.

40 COATS

$10
$20.

32 COATS
AT

$15.

29 COATS

$25

Former Values $15.00 to $35.00
This Special Sale includes all the latest Spring Sport Dress Coats, in all new
materials, for Ladies and Misses ir. sizes from 13 to 19 and 36 to 48.

COME EARLY—GET YOUR CHOICE
Your Judgment of Values Will Compel Your Enthusiastic Purchase
MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED

Tel. 745-J

CUTLER-COOK CO.
Corner Main and Elm Streets, Rockland

MAIL
ORDERS
FILLED

Successors to Davis Garment Shop

ROCKLAND

CLARK ISLAND

LEAGUE BATTLE IS ON

Edwin Edwards and family of Rockland
Sacrilice bit. Rising, liases on balls,
and Mrs. Ghristoffson of Guion were Sun
off Foster I. off Rising 1. off Thorn
day guests of Mrs. Rose Edwards.
ton 2. Struck out, by Foster 11, by
Ballus Baum is again at work after hav
ing, been laid up with an injured hand
Kelso 1. by Rising 4. liy Thornton 3.
Vaughn Godfrey of Waterman’s Beach is Camden
High Trims Lincoln Academy—Rockland Scorer, 1'liilip Rounds.
supplying a new truck for use at the gran
ite plant, with Archie Rackliff as driver.
• * « •
Loses To U. of M. Frosh—Rockport Torpedoed.
John Gaven has finished his two-car garage.
Coach Sturtevant set up a merry(Brerctt Baum went lo work Monday after
a severe illness.
go round on the Thomaston diamond
James Harrison has had a radio Installed
yesterday afternoon and gave hi«
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Magee spent the
Maine team and gave a good lidding
boys free rides ut the expense of the
weekend in Rockland
exhibition.
The small cottage built by Mr Allard of
Rockport Independents,
’The home
I SAW WILL HAHN
The score:
South Thomaston for Bert Stimpson is
team made 21 hits off the Rockport
■■■■*,
nearing completion and will soon be ready for
Rockland
High
occupancy.
batters, ami encircled th»ibnaea 31
At the Thomaston-Vinalhaven
Barg> 785 of Bee Line Trans. Go., loaded
ab r bh tb po a c times. Rockport had a little batting
game in Thomaston last Satur
at the dock last week, taking 125,000 pav
Thornton. 3b, p 3 0 1116 0 carnival in the 3d and 4th innings,
ing blot ks as cargo.
day, and tho Warren fan ap
Ludwig, cf. 21) .. 4 0 2 4 0 7 4 but never reached the stage whzre It
William Goid spent Sunday with his mother I
peared to be right in his ele
in (Minden
Murphy, 21), 3b 4
0 114 12 could be called a real contender for
ment, albeit they never had any
Frank Johnson 1s making many Improve- .
Massalin, rf .... 4
0 0 0 2 0 0 the game. The score:
ments about his new house
such cold weather when they
Fd Stewart, ae, 3b 4
Mr. and Mrs Frank Aylward have returned
Thomaston .... 3 6 2 11 3 0 4 2 X—31
used to play ball over in hi,
to their home in Rockland.
Green, cf ........... 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 Rockport ........ 003 40001 0— (
town. Mr. Hahn could tell the
ftupt. Nocking spent Friday in Rockland
Cameron, If, cf.. 2
0 0 0 0 0 0
Base hits, Thomaston 21, Rockport
T. W. Sullivan of the Chicago Fneumutic
youth cf today how Warren
Tool Go. is erecting the new compressor at
Fk Stewart,
lb 3
0 0 0 6 0 0 14. Errors, Thomaston 3. Rookport
used to support one of the boat
the granite plant.
Knight, c
3 0 1 18 3 0 7. Batteries, Grafton, Feehan and
ball clubs in the country, and
Tlie fruit man from Rockland made his
1 0 0 0 1 1 0! Teel; Tibbetts. Farrow and Aspin
Norsworthy. If.
first trip last week and was cordially wel
how he used to collect tickets
comed
Rising, p, ss ..
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 wall.
over
at
the
street
entrance.
In
From across water we witnessed what
• * • •
,
those good old days he worked
appealed to be quite a wood’s lire at Wild
Ray Beaudoin who played against
cat fWlliardham) Monday afternoon.
Re
31 0 5 7 24 14 0
in the shoe factory. Now he is
port said 1: was caused by the locomotive.
I'.oekland ami Camden last season as
an insurance agent—but still a
U. of M. Frcshmsn
The lighter Ajax. Capt Philip Dowen, was
member of the Togus Vam, -will
ball fan.—The Sporting Editor.
at the wharf Tuesday afternoon
•
ab r bh th po a
Guy Colhaith came through from Farmingshow his wares in Allguwta this Sea
Cassita, 3b
ton, $?. 11. in his car Tuesday.
He said
..501 1 100 son. according to the Kenneliec
the distan A was 210 miles and the only bad
Lewis, c ..
3 I
1 1 11 1 0 Journal. Good man, that.
ad was from Wiley's Comer
stretch
By piling up 15 scores against Lin Hackett, ss
5
2 3 3 0 3 0
Mr Colbaith will remain
to C(z
coln
Academy
yesterday
Oamden
Elliot,
cf
.
the
4 2 1 3 2 0 0
The Rockland High School
Lone of tlie most
Johnson, 1

it
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ERWIN NYIREGYHAZ1

Every-Other-Day
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AMONG THE SCHOOLS

Hungarian Lad’s Rockland News of the Busy EducaAppearance Delights Great
tional World In and OutEnd-of-the-Season Audiside of Knox County.
I
ence.
McLain School
Miss Cleveland ns judge of the
Asiatic posters in GiaJe SA gave first
honors to Helen Maulaison. second to
Yora Xyt. Alice Hellier. Elizabeth
Harden.
John
Mcl.nnes,
Norma
Hutchinson and Irene Weymouth re
ceived honorable mention. The class
has made pome fine Clean-up-week
posters for a dtawirg lesson.
Crude 8A won their first league
game front SB by a score of 17-15.

We American people are prone to
take extravagant expressions re
garding artists with a grain of salt—
we adopt an I'm-frotn-Missouri atti
tude.
Undoubtedly this prevailed
with many regarding Erwin Nyire
gyhazi. the Hungarian pianist, after
reading press notices that seemed ex
travagant in their expression of his
talent. However, one and a'.l who
had the privilege to hear his recital
Tyler Building
in the First Baptist church on Mon
day evening heartily agree that he is
Grade 6. The spelling contest car
ithe marvel the ipress and critics ried on during the month of Apr.l.
have acclaimed him since his tour wts won by the second row. The
commenced in America.
third and fourth rows were a tie. Al
Rockland has never heard a the spelling match held Friday after
greater artist, it seems to me, and noon the third row won over the
the audience certainly showed its ap fourth. At the match between the
preciation. Through 12 programmed seond and third, tiie second row won
numbers and four encores the audi again.
ence sat spellbound, and the applause
Grade 3. The contest that has been
was so spontaneous and lavish that it ’ going
on
In
the
third grade
left no question but that the artist cloe-rd the first of May. The pupils
was being enjoyed to the full. At the having the highest score are: Alice
end of the program the applause be Cay, Charles Babbidge. Lyra Cook
came a veritable ovation, the audi and Fern Brown. Maryann Passal
ence rising to its feet and finally acqua. drear Anderson and Ernestine
cheering.
Simmons have only absent marks
Mr. Nyiregyhazi is <1 tall lanky against them caused by sickness.
youth of 21. although he appears to ( The flcw.r list is still growing.
be younger—about 18 would fit bet Lester Flack is in the lead. Matilda
ter. A plain youth, with dark hair Leo and Tony Accaardl are second.
slicked back snug to his head, but
Purchase Street
with a fine «pen brow and a rare,
slow smile. (Mr. Chapman says that
The opening exercises last Friday
•'Nyiregyhazi is the man who al rooming were in charge of the first
most never smiles.") .He is
grade which, after Bible reading and
conscious as he comes on to the prayer, gt.v the following program:
stage, and entirely free from manner 22J Psalm; Good Morning Merry
isms or theatrical effects, either la Sunshine; songs. Jack ar.d Jill and
his stage presence or playing.
1 Little Jack Homer; poems, Daisies
heard several mention his quiet man- ar.d For My Country; song. How
ner in playing, the only deviation be- Y)(nv
Hag M
,() ,„ay?
ing to call forth volume, or master (
The f0„<)W,ng <.hi!dren
long, difficult passages, and then nothha ve been present every day this
ing tending to mannerisms.
Of term: Dorothy Doak. Maurice Don
course, his entire program was played (
Marsha!, u,wrence RoT
without notes, and through pract.c-,
Marjorie Richardson. Harrison
ally all Of it he sat with h;s head:^^
suveng
Kiphard
thrown back, and although 1 could | Waldron, Julia M jlway. Lovell Kent
not see his face, one could feel that he .has charge of the sand-table for this
was completely lost in the. music lie
; month.
was making. His hands were most
Grade 5. The bright sunny days
interesting to watch—extremely long
give the pupils plenty of chances to
fingers, with no difficulty to span two set the birds. It seems Interesting to
or three (Rites over an cctave.
find hew many take an interest and
His program:
begin the momirg, "I saw a bird this
1 a. Fanlasie and Fugue .................. IJs/t morning; its head wts black and its
b Prelude in D Flat Major.......... Chopin
c Polonaise in A Flat Major .... Chopin breast was orange." The “B" divis
2 a. Arabesque No. 1 ....................... Debussy ion after studying California tore
Liszt
b Wild Hunt .............
rdl-Liszt paper into the shape of California.
Rlgo'.etto Paraphrase
Caprice in B Minor'......... Brahms For first trial some very good shapes
b. Theo Hungarian Dances .......... Brshnts
.prp ma(le M that one could readily
b Etude in C Sharp Minor Op. 25. Chopin rc cognize the State of California,
c. Etude In A Flat Major Op. 25.. Chopin
For proje’t work in hygiene each
<1. Rhapsody No. 2 ................................ Liszt pUpj| j„ Wnrk:ng out his own ideas
Only to a student of the piano does jn a • Heal;h Booklet," which is due
the versatility of this program a.p- ,hifl wppk
peatr on its face—an extremely versa- I ( fur HHrary seems to be increasing
tile program, as ail his hearers can | an(J thprp arp a mlrnlx,r of pupils
/agree, demonstrating his almost un- who wclk ha?d {or a perj>ct arithcanny technique, his depth of feeling mPtic pap£rs in order to have the
and understanding and extreme ar-; pr>Vilege cf reading his favorite
tistry. 1 myself am not a student of book
the piano. I love it, and ali that, i ,pbe jasj drawing lesson, which
byjt appreciate that my choice of thejwag thp b]uebir,, was the best ies-

Household

Rages

WHIMSICAL /’WHIMS”

A LIVE SESSION

Basketball Number of Rock
land High School Paper
Makes Big Hit.

Lincoln Baptiste Held An-'
nual Meeting At North
Haven—Rev. O. W. Stu
art Elected President.

"Whims," the Rockland High School
paper, made its appearance Mon
The Lincoln United Baptist Asso
day and the editorial staff is to be ciation held its annual meeting with
congratulated upon the pep and origi the North Haven church Tuesday.
nality which is shown on every page A Missionary rally i n Monday even
of the "Basketball Number."
ing was the real opening session, and
The cover design, by Thompson '24, was much egjoyed.
Miss Abbie
presents a Jester, and it is indicative
Sanderson and Rev. Arthur II. Page,
! of the many laughs which the Weil,
filled pages produce. Th. issue is b dll natives cf Maine and both on
dedicated to the Hoys’ Basketball1 furl ughs from their work in the
team, which is certainly entitled to reh. ols at Swatow, South China,
some such recognition, by virtu: of;
spake to a well filled house.
Get a modern Household Range and en
having won the championship of t he i
Knox and Lincoln League. Of course' Miss Sanderson after gsntrallzajoy the good things of life. It’s so efficient
the girls’ team is also pictured, for : ti;,:.; concerning ner work gave h
the school is very proud of the com- | little journey through the country
that cooking is a real pleasure
Mr. Page turned to the
bination which had an undoubted . by pictures.
a the side of his w rk, revealing its
right to claim the State title.
Commenting upon the new High eha.lenge and the great need 'for
School building one of the editor.! p sistent support from the home
Iris until the workers shall estab
says:
"Before long. If Improvements are lish a selfsupporting struetu.e over
continued.. Rockland will be proud of there.
Tuesday brought the annual re
its building, and will show it off to
all her visitors, instead rf mention ports from the 34 churches of the As
These reports were very
ing it only in whispers, and that in a sociation
sound proof room. Everyone, I am co ouraging. showing a het gain in
sure, who has attended the old High membership, and the baptism of
Ikist
School will welcome the change, about twenty over last year.
even though they may net receive y r the gain was S3 and this year
any direct benefit. It’s good to know 112. The old officers were reelected
our children won't have to attend an and tile promise if prosperity was
everywhere present.
overcrowded school.”
I ir. I. B. Mo w? ’. secretary of the
Whims" is produced by the follow
ing editorial staff: Editor-in-chief, United Baptist Convention of Maine
K. H. Cassens,’24; managing editor spoke in the morning of the organi
Lucy G. Marsh. ’24; social editor. zation of Baptist work from the lo
Beatrice M. Stockbridge, ’24: sport cal church to the World Alliance,
ing editor. Richard Snow,’24: busi lie pleaded for Christian advances on
ness manager, Helen Griffin, '24; tne i..rl of the Baptists of this part
faculty adviser. Herbeit H. Foster: of the State toward the strangers
class editors, Philip Rounds. '25; ' and foreigners who have come to
He said that the
Charles Coughlin, ’26 and Thayer, live among vs.
least of our efforts should lie to learn
Kimball, '27.
to pronounce their names.
Rev. Fletcher H. Knowlton. Bap
WHEELER’S BAY
tist Stale director of religious edu
cation spoke very effectively in the
A number from here are driving afternoon.
After a thorough review
of the religious situation in our land,
new Fords.
both among the learned
ar.d
J. S. Allard and son Harry were in
unlearned lie made a strong plea for
Rockland Monday on business.
better teachers in the
Sunday
Miss Doris Dennison who has been Schools, more conscientious applica
Call any time and see their fine improvements
ill is able to be out again.
tion on the part of Christians to
Capt. and Mrs. Al Pierson were in , learn, and finally a more serious
Rockland Monday’.
consecration of life to the Master for,
Dr. Bartlett was in town Saturday, said he, 'God anil Christ and the
called by the illness of Mrs. Arthur Christian must all alike be vicarious
Harrington.
in th ir appropriation of their lives."
MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND
Floyd Earner, who is working at
The outstanding feature of the
Wild Cat. spent the weekend at hem . meeting was the annual sermon
Mrs. Horace Clark spent a few days preached by Rev. Perley E. Miller of
with Mrs. J. S. Allard last week.
Tenant's Harbor.
His topic was
ingfon, D C.. Mr. and Mrs. I,. P. True
Mrs. Victor Dennison and children "The Ideal Church."
He stuck to
WARREN
and'Mr. an.l Mrs. Elmer True arrived and Susie Haskell upent Monday witli the "ancient landqnirks which the
h ime Monday. Going by auto short Mrs. Clifford Dennison.
fathers have set," pleading for a sur
The annual business meeting of the stops were made to visit relatives
Arthur Richardson returned home render of the seif life and a devotion
Baptist church was held in the vestry and friends in Massachusetts and in
Saturday aftern a,n and the following ether places through whi h they Saturday after spending a week in to the conditions of the word until
Bar Harbor and Bangor.
the Almighty power of God’s Holy
officers were elected tor the ensuing passed.
They were entertained in
Alfreda Barnes spent the wt ekend Spirit shall enter into His people and
year: W. M. Stetson, moderator; W Washington by Elmer True’s sister
L. Lawry, clerk; L. A. Packard, F. and her husband. Mr. and Mrs. Rich at home returning Sunday night to into His church and the things all
Rockland.
j long to see accomplished shall be
II. Wylley and F. M. Kenniston. trus
ard Weaver.
The sights of the
George Noland has gone to Port- realized,
tees; Mary E. Kalloch. treasurer: A.1j beautifuia apital city were enjoy; 1 as
land where he has employ.r, nt.
i Appropriate
resolutions
were
M. Hilt, auditor.
...
... . ... ,
.
, i much as possible in the lin
Mr. apd Mrs. Chares C.ark motored1
•
. „ .
allowed ar.d tne return
through town Monday on their way
by the Mohawk Trail .
home Jo Hyde Park, Mass., stopping
much
yedJ
to ca'.'. cn Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Saw-

Invest in Happiness
For the Whole Family

BuilttoBake

Stonington Furniture Co.

Comfort in All Weather
For $1135 we give you this five*
passenger Sedan. It has a 40 H. P.
six cylinder engine-—body by FisherDelco ignition — Borg &. Beck
clutch—110" wheel base—weight
2650 lbs.—springs almost as long as
wheel base—Alemite lubrication—
Harrison radiator. It’s built by Olds*
mobile and General Motors working
hand in hand. If the above concise
facts mean anything to you, you’ll
never even consider paying $1135 for
an automobile without examining the
Oldsmobile SLx Sedan first!
The G. M. A. C. ««•

tended payment plan
makes buying easy.
Prices f.
o. Lansing.

o.

Spare tire and tax extra.

MUNSEY AUTO CO.
ROBBINS’ STABLE
OPPOSITE POSTOFFICE,

ROCKLAND

OLDSMOBILE
SIX
adopted.
“God Will Take Care of
You” was sung with much fervor.
And the session adjourned with a
deeply effective communion service.
The hospitality of the North Haven
friends, the dignity of their beauti
ful new church, the deep spiritual
impressions received in all the ser
vices and the challenge to service
which rang in every measure will he
long remembered by those piesent.
Rev. G, W. Stuart of the Littlefield
Memorial Church, Rockland was
elected president of the Association
and Itev. Andrew Young of Rockport
was chosen clerk ar.d treasurer.

SOUTH WALDOBORO

Mrs. Albert Genthncr and son Freq
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Miltqn Creamer of the village.
Miss Bernice Hoffses of the villagd
spent the weekend with her parents!
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Hoffses.
Mr. and Mrs. \V. G. Wallace and
daughter
Dorothy were Sunday
g'lesls of Mis. lsadore Hoffses of th|
village.
IRev. oral Mrs. J. Herbert Fernaid
and Mr. and Mrs. I.ester Robert!
(newlyweds) of Woolwich spent Fri|
day in Mi’. Fern aid's cottage here.
Isaac lloffscs is doing mason worl,
1 r Byron Thompson of Friendship
Know the tremendous pulling power
Roland Studley is going with Capt)
of Courier-Gazette ads.
Robert i-ash cn the freighter.
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